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Introduction: Why Is Education Reform So Important?

I. Education Reform: The Civil Rights Issue of Our Day?

The spokespersons for the education reform movement in the contemporary United States have gained near celebrity-status, with philanthropists Bill and Melinda Gates, Harlem Children Zone founder Geoffrey Canada, and reform-oriented educational administrators such as Michele Rhee (former Chancellor of Washington D.C.’s public schools) and Joel Klein (former head of the New York City School system) garnering regular mass media attention. The image of a proud Michelle Rhee displayed on the front page of *Time Magazine*, with the caption “How To Fix America’s Schools,” exemplifies the importance of the “education reformers” in today’s policy discourse.¹ This “education reform movement” is an elite-driven, diverse network of actors. By “education reformers” I refer to policy advocates, foundation executives, politicians, and economic elites, who describe the United States’ K-12 educational system as being in a state of crisis. They believe that by introducing “data-driven,” market mechanisms that promote efficiency and “measurable outcomes,” previously failing urban school districts can become engines for promoting equality of opportunity, and that our schools can and must prepare our children to work competitively in the 21st-century “knowledge” economy.

The education reformers repeatedly claim that “education is the civil rights issue of our day.” Secretary of Education Arne Duncan made such a remark in January 2011 speaking at the Reverend Al Sharpton’s National Action Network’s

Martin Luther King Jr. day prayer breakfast: “I’m convinced education is the civil rights issue of our generation and we have a lot of hard work ahead of us. If we want our young people to have a chance to enter the mainstream of society and pursue the American dream, they can only do that through education.”

Worrying that dropout rates among college graduates were “morally unacceptable” and “economically unsustainable,” Duncan reiterated President Barack Obama’s promise that by 2020 the United States would lead the world in college graduates. He zeroed in on those “reformed” public school districts where “the focus isn’t on the adults but the focus is on student achievement.” These districts have forged new collective bargaining agreements with previously recalcitrant teachers’ unions that added rigor to the teacher tenure process, introduced measures for firing ineffective teachers, expanded merit pay for teacher performance, and increased the number of charter schools operating free from union restrictions.

Critics of the education reform movement often claim that the reformers do not take into account the “out of school factors” that affect children’s classroom achievement. Diane Ravitch, education historian and former Assistant Secretary of Education under President George H.W. Bush, has been at the forefront of the criticism since her somewhat surprising political shift to the left in the early 2000s. In August 2012 she wrote on her influential education policy blog:

Wouldn’t it be refreshing to hear someone say that “eliminating poverty in America is the civil rights issue of our day?” Since poverty is the single most reliable predictor of poor performance in school, poor health, poor attendance,
dropping out, and almost every negative indicator, wouldn’t it be wonderful to hear some of the politicians addressing the root cause of inequality?³

The contour of the “education reform debate” is often reduced to contrasting assertions as to the cause of poor student performance in low-income school districts: it is either poverty, or it is indifferent, unmotivated teachers. Even when the reformers acknowledge that poverty matters, they insist that such a position should not prevent America from engaging in much needed internal school reform. In this sense, the reformers’ well-publicized mantra of “No Excuses” implies that poverty should excuse neither poor student achievement nor the inadequacies of our school system.⁴

“I do believe that schools and teachers can make a tremendous difference in the lives of kids who face these challenges every day,” Michelle Rhee wrote in her 2012 book, Radical: Fighting to Put Students First. “Do our children face significant obstacles that impact their ability to learn? Absolutely. Can we, as educators, still make an enormous difference in their lives, if we’re doing our jobs well? Absolutely. Those are not two mutually exclusive notions.”⁵ Michelle Rhee’s book, notably, does not offer any policy proposals for eradicating poverty.

But such criticism of the existing education reform movement and of the bipartisan elite political-consensus surrounding it fails to provide us with a historical and political understanding as to why the education reform debate has been defined in such a narrow fashion, and why education has become the primary means to discuss

---

poverty and inequality. Ravitch might best be viewed as the Paul Krugman of education. Krugman, a Nobel Prize winning economist, has little influence on economic policy despite his neo-Keynesian solutions to the economic crisis being aired in *The New York Times* op-ed page every Monday and Friday. Ravitch, the most prominent critic of the education reforms she herself once developed, is today the darling of more left-wing education activists frustrated at their inability to influence education reform policy. Her and others’ calls for anti-poverty programs and schools with “wrap-around” social services have fallen largely on deaf ears. But from an internal position in the debate Diane Ravitch rarely has the time to reflect on how and why this breed of education reform has become so hegemonic within political and policy circles.

The political will to advance policies that tackle poverty and inequality has been weakened since the Reagan administration declared that the War on Poverty had failed, due to its allegedly perverse anti-work incentives. The notions of fairness and equality that underpinned New Deal liberalism, which dominated American political discourse from 1936 to 1973, gave way amidst the stagflation and deindustrialization of the late 1970s to a conservative revival that waged war on the welfare state and on “big government.” This conservative or “neoliberal” shift in American politics decreased the government’s role in redistribution, job creation, and urban policy.⁶

It is this downsizing of expectations that allows us to understand why a bipartisan political elite today focuses on education as the primary means by which to redress inequality of opportunity and of life outcomes. In response to the Reagan

---

era’s claim that only a less active government could restore economic growth, much of the national Democratic party leadership moved to the center, embracing President Bill Clinton’s 1996 State of the Union address message that the “era of big government is over” and that a major national priority should be restoring fiscal discipline in both Washington, D.C. and the states. By the 1990s the age of “lowered expectations” and fiscal discipline had come to govern mainstream policy discourse. Social spending increasingly became constrained by the discipline of “accountable” and “measurable outcomes”; in regard to anti-poverty programs, preparing the poor to re-enter the formal labor market became the primary goal. Education reform, which called not for drastic increases in spending but rather changes in “accountability” measures, increasingly become the (rhetorical) answer to growing inequality, to rising unemployment, and to the proliferation of low-wage jobs. This thesis sets out to elucidate education reform’s role in the neoliberal and Third Way shift, and investigate the function that education can and cannot play in overcoming the issues of poverty, inequality, and unemployment that we face today.

II. Methodology

In this thesis I use an interdisciplinary “mixed methods” approach of historical, empirical, and normative analysis to discern the “moral economy” or worldview of the education reform movement. In terms of data, I make use of historical work and empirical social science as well as more normative and theoretical analysis on the role of education in a democratic society. For example, in my chapter on the ideological impetus behind the education reform movement I use secondary

---

and primary texts to trace the education reform debate from 1983 (when the *A Nation at Risk* report was published) until the present day. In contrast, the chapters covering debates about poverty and inequality delve into the sociological and economic literature on schools’ potential effects on disadvantaged children, as well as the current political economic debate as to the sources of growing inequality. The fourth and final substantive chapter draws on my earlier chapters’ work on the education reformers alleged commitment to restoring equality of opportunity and to alleviating inequality, while also using a close reading of normative theorists of distributive justice and of democratic education, in order to develop my own moral and political account of the social policies necessary to achieve a more humane policy discourse and a more just United States.

Through an “external” critique of the education reform movement, this thesis aims to problematize their causal claims as well as their normative vision. This thesis does not aim to offer new empirical work on the achievement gap, on the success or failure of education reform policies, or on the association between educational attainment and inequality. While I draw widely on the empirical social science research that addresses these questions, this thesis seeks to understand the prominence of the current education reform movement and interrogate their claims as to what they believe education reform can and should do for American society. I contextualize and evaluate critically the policy proposals of the education reform movement, and thus problematize the education reformers’ importance and continued ability to influence policy debates.
We constantly debate education reform; politicians devote their campaigns to it and philanthropists throw billions of dollars into this social “experiment.” Why does the current American political system fail to devote similar attention to analyzing the causes of poverty and growing inequality – and possible policy solutions to redress these critical issues? This thesis places the discourse of education reform into a broader conversation about the threat that radical social inequality and poverty pose to both substantive equality of opportunity and the future of a democratic society. Some might view this as unfair: what right do I have to “force” education reformers to speak to the causes of unemployment, for example, when they are only interested in improving our schools? My contention is that when Americans think of the perceived importance of education reform they think of it precisely in terms of the real crises of inequality, poverty, unemployment, and underemployment. The reformers claim that education reform is sufficient to realize equality of opportunity and reduce poverty, but this claim has not yet been adequately examined.

III. Structure of the Argument

This thesis explains the mass media and bipartisan political celebration of the education reform movement as the “new civil rights movement” and the education reform movement’s vision of the role that education should play in creating equality of opportunity and career opportunities. The education reformers describe the U.S. educational system as being in a state of crisis, speaking of our failing public schools, particularly those in our urban centers, and blaming ineffective teachers and intransigent teachers’ unions for the crisis. They justify their reforms on the basis of

---

8 This despite the reality that many of the lowest performing school districts are in states where unionized teachers do not or barely exist. See Valerie Strauss, “The Real Effect of Teachers Union
two broader problems: that America is abandoning a commitment to equality of opportunity, and that our undemanding and inefficient educational system does not sufficiently train students to be globally competitive or productive. Reformers, business elites, and politicians refer to both of these concerns when advancing the reform agenda of charterization, raising curriculum standards, and motivating teachers by merit pay and the threat of layoffs for ineffective educators. While charter school proponents and other education policy reformers tend to appeal to equality of opportunity to justify their proposals, business elites and policy makers often refer to competitiveness or workers’ skills as justifying a radical transformation of our education system, claiming that workers’ inadequate education or skills is the cause of their low-wage, unemployed, or underemployed status. Education reform, we frequently hear, will restore equality of opportunity and will produce the high-skilled workers “fit” for the 21st century “knowledge economy.” In a time when bipartisan austerity politics says we must constrain spending on entitlement programs, let alone expand the provision of public goods, education reform takes on a peculiar power in our public policy discourse surrounding everything from poverty, inequality, and unemployment. By elucidating the reform movement’s implicit vision of the role that education plays in a democratic capitalist society, I will render transparent the constricted vision of equality that the broader education reform movement advances.

Chapter One will clarify the two-part belief common to education reformers and the bipartisan consensus surrounding the movement: 1) that education can overcome the constraints of poverty and enhance social mobility; 2) that education

can enhance economic prosperity and reduce inequality of life outcomes by training students for the jobs of the future. I will begin by tracing the political origins of President George W. Bush’s administration’s No Child Left Behind Act and the Obama administration’s Race to the Top education reform agenda. I will then sketch the corporate foundation-funded education reform movement, and its role in shaping the discourse of the education reform movement. Thus this chapter notes how the particular reforms proposed by the reformers—including the creation of charter schools, the implementation of teacher “accountability” through standardized testing and a common core curriculum, and the breaking of tenure for ineffective teachers—conform to the broader neoliberal policy consensus that public provision is made most efficient when it is subject to market discipline. More important, I make clear how the current education reform movement gained importance just as the revival of American conservatism and the subsequent Third Way shift in the Democratic Party weakened public support for “costly” social policy initiatives. Education reform became a “magic bullet” to solve inequalities of opportunity and of life outcomes without the polity having to engage in any divisive conflicts over the distribution of wealth and power.

The second chapter examines how the social, economic, and cultural effects of poverty hamper low-income children’s school performance and thus prevent the realization of equality of opportunity. I contend that the education reform proposals are the legacy of the belief that poverty results from improper cultural or social behavior on the part of poor people: poor youth lack “grit,” the education reform
movement tells us. In reality, poverty is primarily a material and structural reality with “cultural” consequences (in this sense some poor children may lack “grit,” but that trait is disproportionately nurtured under middle- and upper middle-class economic and social circumstances). This chapter examines the academic literature on the limits of schooling alone to overcome the disadvantages of material poverty and the social and educational “capital” that impoverished children acquire from their parents and from the broader disadvantaged communities in which they live. In particular, the chapter focuses on the education reform movement’s persistent unwillingness to acknowledge that any serious education reform will have to tackle concentrated poverty, which would be done by one of two ways (or by combining the two): 1) advancing politically controversial proposals for socio-economic integration of schools and/or housing across metropolitan lines; or 2) taking on the ideology of “fiscal restraint” by arguing for generous funding of “wraparound services” for all disadvantaged schools. In short, if the American polity cannot address the structural inequalities that plague our society, including those of concentrated poverty and segregation, we will not be able to restore substantive equality of opportunity for all children.

9 See: Katie Osgood, “‘Grit’ Becoming New Reform Mantra—Unfortunately,” The Washington Post, October 3, 2012, accessed March 31, 2014, http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answersheet/post/grit-becoming-new-reform-mantra--unfortunately/2012/10/02/8f269a6-0b55-11e2-bb5e-492c63d0b9f6_blog.html. I am actually less suspicious of Paul Tough than is Osgood. Tough’s quote is worrisome: “Yes, those kinds of neighborhoods could use all kinds of structural change…But I also really believe that education, maybe not the education we have right now, but education can reverse things very quickly. That if a kid grows up in that neighborhood and gets the right kind of support, the right kind of intervention, they can end poverty for themselves, um, right away, and it doesn’t have to take a huge change for the whole neighborhood.” However, given Tough’s work, I believe he means that we need “education” that entails funding of wraparound services and anti-poverty programs (the first part of his book details the deleterious effects of concentrated poverty, or has he calls it “toxic stress”). The problem is that some may take (and have taken) “grit” into the policy discourse and leave aside the emphasis on poverty.
Chapter Three examines the scholarly and political debate as to whether or not a shortage of “skills” or “educational attainment” is a primary cause of economic inequality as well as unemployment and underemployment. This chapter points to increased consensus among liberal and left economists that the exceptional American inequality and poverty experienced in the last 40 years largely results from political policies that redistributed income and wealth upwards and promoted the weakening of the minimum wage and of union power. The evidence suggests that these causes of growing inequality and declining social mobility cannot be addressed (or even seriously dented) by increasing the number of individuals reaching and graduating from college. Greater equality of outcomes will have to be brought about by increasing the minimum wage, restoring the right to collective bargaining, and investing in high-wage job creation. In addition, the evidence shows that high rates of unemployment or underemployment are not primarily due to Americans having the wrong skills; rather, the American economy is suffering from slow growth that can only be solved by broader macroeconomic fiscal policy.

There is a legitimate worry in this academic literature that given the major gains of globalization and “robotization,” we are unlikely to return to the manufacturing glory of the past.10 That is, even if we raise the minimum wage, restore the right to collectively bargain, and encourage wage growth across all sectors, our predominantly service and “knowledge-based,” post-industrial economy is likely to generate greater inequality in labor market outcomes than did the post-

World War II industrial economy of 1947-1973. Acknowledging this does not mean that we have to accept inequality. Instead, American society would have to engage in redistributive policies and expansion of universal social provision. What is clear is that equality cannot be created by giving everyone middle-class educations and skills if there are not sufficient number of well-paying jobs to go around. Too few members of our political class address the less desirable side of the “meritocratic” world they deem as just: even if we could create the meritocratic system that educational reformers claim to desire, does this mean that those who do not excel within this system should be relegated to the ranks of today’s (or the future’s) low-wage American families?

Thus Chapter Four offers a critique of the uniquely American obsession with education as the primary mechanism for providing equality of opportunity and a decent quality of life for all. I will argue that Americans embrace a limited, formal vision of equality of opportunity and that conservatives have used the language of equality of opportunity to prevent the redistribution and social expenditure necessary to create “fair equality of opportunity,” a term that John Rawls develops in his *A Theory of Justice*. For Rawls, “fair equality of opportunity” demands adequate levels of base-line equality such that “positions are to be not only open in a formal sense but

---

that all should have a fair chance to attain them. "12 If we value such a position, we must acknowledge the redistribution of resources that will be necessary to create fair equality of opportunity. Most important we need to recognize that fair equality of opportunity is threatened not only by inequalities within the school system, but also by inequalities outside of it, such as wealth, health, and neighborhood status.

I worry that the language of equality of opportunity has been coopted by conservatives to defend “meritocracy” and inequality of outcomes. Thus, I argue that if American society is to redress growing inequality, the concept of democratic equality must be introduced into American political discourse as an alternative value to strictly “meritocratic” visions of equality of opportunity. Democratic equality attempts to temper the competitive nature of social interaction, and argues that all members of the community, regardless of their position (or their parents’ position) in the labor market should be guaranteed those basic goods necessary to develop one’s human potential. Of course, in the absence of an adequate baseline in terms of such basic human needs as education, healthcare, childcare, and basic income security, substantive equality of life opportunities cannot exist. I will distinguish between fair equality of opportunity and democratic equality, and ultimately I hope that we can push our political discourse to a place where we debate the merit of these two concepts, rather than the more formal equality of opportunity we currently embrace. Of course, political theory cannot give rise to the social conditions necessary to achieve its normative vision. Only social movements – such as a revived version of the labor movement of the 1930s or the civil rights movement of the 1960s – will

---

achieve the redistribution of wealth and political power necessary make this vision reality.

In this thesis I seek to illustrate how the education reform movement is symptomatic of a broader neoliberal ideological tendency to hold individuals “accountable” for their success and failure in our market society—despite the fact that more than ever individuals’ life opportunities are constrained by the social situation to which they are born. Ultimately I examine how our current societal obsession with education reform distracts us from exploring those political and policy changes necessary to establish equal citizenship – the true goal of the original civil rights movement – in the United States.
Chapter 1: Understanding the Emergence and Importance of The Education Reformers

I. Where to Begin? A Political Economic Contextualization of Education Reform

In this chapter I set out the education reformers’ implicit theoretical outlook, both empirical and normative, on which their movement is based. The education reform movement is one of the most important contemporary U.S. public policy initiatives. It not only drives much of American K-12 educational policy discussion but also displaces more concerted public policy analysis of the causes of – and solutions to – poverty and inequality. In order to understand this public policy quandary, one must understand the motivations and interests of the key actors as well as the political and economic context in which this policy movement arose. The key public spokespersons for the reform movement often write for polemical purposes and do not always make clear the empirical claims and normative orientations that motivate their programmatic agendas. But a careful study of the network of foundations, policy advocates, charter school operators, and educational administrators that constitutes the educational reform movement, as well as the politicians that support their cause, can elucidate their common convictions.

There are two foundational beliefs that will be explained in this chapter and then explored throughout the thesis: First, reformers believe that poverty should not be used as an explanation for inadequate student performance, and that a significant improvement in teacher quality and accountability – in part measured by standardized test results – can provide equality of opportunity to all students, regardless of their social background. Second, politicians, economic elites, and the reformers propose
education as a remedy to technological changes and shifts in labor market demand that have purportedly caused rising income inequality, unemployment, and underemployment.

To understand the emergence of these claims, we must contextualize education in the bipartisan elite political consensus that “money cannot solve social problems” and that bureaucratic, “big government” initiatives have failed to redress urban decay, concentrated poverty, and increased inequality. The neoliberal consensus that anti-poverty programs such as Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) created perverse disincentives to work in the formal labor market helped shift how Americans viewed the overall “welfare state” from the Reagan era onwards. This negative image of government anti-poverty efforts emerged despite the considerable scholarly evidence that Great Society programs to this day keep tens of millions of Americans out of poverty.\(^{13}\) The success of the “Reagan revolution,” which consisted of upwardly redistributive “tax reform” and serious cuts in means-tested anti-poverty programs led to the move of most national Democratic party leaders to the ideological center. These “Third Way” or “neoliberal” Democrats were led by President Bill Clinton (a key founder of the moderate Democratic Leadership Council) who announced in his 1996 inaugural address that “the era of big

government” was over and that large scale public programs to redress socio-economic inequality had too often proved unsustainable or even counter-productive.

In this context, education reform remained as one of the few areas in which politicians of both parties could claim to redress inequality and poverty, without engaging in attempts to increase public expenditure amidst the alleged necessity of fiscal responsibility. Only in the context of the rise of a neoliberal bipartisan consensus in favor of “smaller, more efficient government,” deregulation, and lower rates of taxation can we see why education reform became such a hot-button issue in contemporary American life. One could “reform” schools through increased efficiency without having to increase social expenditure significantly. Only through a critique of this consensus can we come to recognize our problematic obsession with education reform as the primary means for solving America’s social ills.

II. Education’s Importance in the Third Way Neoliberal Shift

i. Market Principles of Education Reform

In the political realm the education reform movement is a “Third Way” Democratic Party project that has garnered serious political interest from moderate Republicans. More conservative Republicans are at times wary of the movement because of its favoring of national, rather than local, standards, and because of the support it receives from socially liberal foundations. This elite-driven movement for education reform, write education sociologists Michael Fabricant and Michelle Fine, “is the most vivid institutional expression to date of the changing of the political guard from liberal New Dealers to centrist/right New Democrats and far right
Republicans.” Diane Ravitch makes a similar point about the new “Third Way” shift in education policy:

The new thinking—now ensconced in both parties—saw the public school system as obsolete, because it is controlled by the government and burdened by bureaucracy. Government-run schools, said a new generation of reformers, are ineffective because they are a monopoly; as such, they have no incentive to do better, and they serve the interests of adults who work in the system, not children. Democrats saw a chance to reinvent government; Republicans, a chance to diminish the power of the teachers’ unions, which, in their view, protect jobs and pensions while blocking effective management and innovation.15

Advocates of the dominant reform regime frequently term their solutions “accountability-based reform.” The proposed reforms consist of various initiatives that aim to increase student performance – especially the performance of low-income students. But this movement for “accountability” distinguishes itself from the earlier “equity” movement in education reform of the civil rights era by insisting that the new accountability proposals will raise all student achievement (not only that of disadvantaged and/or disabled children), which is purportedly lagging behind other nations.16 The educational reform policy arsenal includes: emphasizing standardized tests scores to measure student progress and teacher quality; holding schools and teachers accountable through school closures that penalize underperforming schools; merit pay that rewards teachers who bring up student test scores; controlling classroom instruction and increasing the rigor of school curricula by pushing states to adopt the national standards of a “Common Core”; and using market-like models

through the spread of charter schools and educational voucher programs. These “marketizations,” reformers claim, will improve student achievement and provide public schools with incentives to improve their own students’ outcomes. The reformers rely on widespread public acceptance of the narrative of failing urban and low-income schools to garner public backing for choice, charters, merit pay, and high-stakes standardized testing as the means by which to rescue our children’s future.

Charter schools, free from much of the bureaucratic regulations of public school districts, allow the reformers to implement many of their proposals. Interestingly, charter schools did not initially emerge as a tool to “marketize” public provision of education, but rather as an effort by educators to increase teacher and school autonomy. Long-time American Federation of Teachers’ President Albert Shanker and educational administration professor Ray Budde first advocated for charter schools in the late 1980s as a means to de-bureaucratize schools and provide teachers greater autonomy.17 Ironically, the charter school movement would eventually be identified with hostility to teachers unions, as charter school advocates (and private charter school companies) wanted the ability to hire and fire teachers at will, set teacher’s salary schedule, reward teachers with merit-based pay, and require long working hours. School reformers shifted away from the earlier advocacy of vouchers and towards charters in the 1990s in order to make “choice” a coherent part of the education reform strategy. The movement still included advocates of vouchers,

but increasingly argued for private management of public schools and a growth in charter schools.¹⁸

The education reform movement as a whole centers increasingly around the corporate charter school industry, whose governance of publicly funded schools radically accelerated during the early years of the 21st century. By 2010, only 30,000 students participated in publicly funded voucher programs, but over 1.4 million students were enrolled in around 4,600 charter schools.¹⁹ Thus the charter movement came to dominate the “education reform movement.”²⁰ As Michael Fabricant and Michelle Fine argue, the changing role of charters came as foundations increasingly used them to get around teacher tenure or other bureaucratic red-tape:

This formulation of a small number of charters functioning as experimental, relatively autonomous programs was swept up in the 1990s by a movement organized to promote an ambitious alternative to public schools. More to the point, charter movement ideology veered to the Right. It increasingly emphasized charter schooling as an alternative to status quo public education, identified teachers and their unions as primary culprits in the “decline” of academic achievement, and characterized the problem of public education as primarily a consequence of dysfunctional organizations while rendering invisible the inequitable distribution of resources to the poorest public school systems.²¹

But before I describe in detail the corporate charter industry and the education reformers, we must look more closely at the context in which they emerged. The growing importance of charters, merit pay, and “accountability”-based education can only be understood by looking at the broader political-economic history in which these proposals became central issues.

---

¹⁸ Ravitch, *The Death and Life*, 121.
²⁰ Fabricant and Fine, 20.
²¹ Fabricant and Fine, 19.
ii. A Nation at Risk

The political history of the modern “accountability” education reform movement begins with the publication of *A Nation at Risk*, the 1983 report from President Ronald Reagan's National Commission on Excellence in Education. The report argued that America’s “failing schools” were a threat to economic and national security. This obsessive concern with declining American competitiveness arose after the stagflation of the 1970s, the accelerated deindustrialization of the 1981-82 recession, and defeats to American military and diplomatic power in Vietnam and the Iran hostage crisis. Thus, *A Nation at Risk* poses the alleged decline of U.S. educational performance in the context of a national economic and social crisis:

If an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America the mediocre educational performance that exists today, we might well have viewed it as an act of war. As it stands, we have allowed this to happen to ourselves. We have even squandered the gains in student achievement made in the wake of the Sputnik challenge. Moreover, we have dismantled essential support systems which helped make those gains possible. We have, in effect, been committing an act of unthinking, unilateral educational disarmament. Our society and its educational institutions seem to have lost sight of the basic purposes of schooling, and of the high expectations and disciplined effort needed to attain them. This report, the result of 18 months of study, seeks to generate reform of our educational system in fundamental ways and to renew the Nation's commitment to schools and colleges of high quality throughout the length and breadth of our land.

*A Nation At Risk* encouraged states and the nation to draft more ambitious curriculum standards in many subjects, including increased requirements in science and foreign language. The educational system should promote “excellence” and set “high

---


23 The National Commission on Excellence in Education, *A Nation at Risk*.

expectations and goals for all learners, then try in every way possible to help students reach them.”

According to Diane Ravitch, *A Nation at Risk* advances elements of the paranoid “state of crisis” that defines the modern corporate education reform movement. (In her view the movement is paranoid because American schools in districts populated by middle class and more affluent families educate children quite successfully, even by international standards). But Ravitch views *A Nation at Risk* as focused primarily on curriculum reform and far less on testing and teacher accountability than the later reform waves:

Whereas the authors of *A Nation at Risk* concerned themselves with the quality and breadth of the curriculum that every youngster should study, No Child Left Behind concerned itself only with basic skills. *A Nation at Risk* was animated by a vision of good education as the foundation of a better life for individuals and for our democratic society, but No Child Left Behind had no vision other than improving test scores in reading and math.

According to Ravitch, when the movement for curriculum standards faltered in the 1990s, education leaders retreated into the “relative safety of standardized testing of basic skills, which was a poor substitute for a full-fledged program of curriculum and assessments.” Ravitch reads *A Nation at Risk* not “as a revolutionary document,” but as “an impassioned plea to make our schools function better in their core mission as academic institutions and to make our educations system live up to our nation’s ideals. It warned that the nation would be harmed economically and socially unless education was dramatically improved for *all* children.”

---

curricular content, not teachers or lack of school choice, as the culprit in America’s declining academic performance.

Ravitch argues that George W. Bush’s 2001 No Child Left Behind Act’s focus upon accountability and test scores contradicted the vision of *A Nation of Risk*, which she claims envisioned legislating national standards alongside greater support for our lowest income schools. But Ravitch fails to see how the reception of *A Nation at Risk* was shaped by the broader ideological vision of the “Reagan Revolution.” *A Nation At Risk*’s call for education reform readily merged with the increasingly dominant conservative view that the war on poverty had to be transformed into a war on the culture of poverty, a war that could be waged through a retrenchment of means-tested programs and a revitalization of urban education. In his autobiography, *The Thirteenth Man: A Reagan Cabinet Memoir*, Reagan-appointed Secretary of Education, Terrel Bell, notes how *A Nation at Risk* and the fervor it caused could fit into their broader conservative project: “Overall, I felt that [Reagan] could support its findings and recommendations while rejecting massive federal spending.”³⁰ In this sense, *A Nation at Risk*’s analysis shares in the later school reform proposals in viewing education as the major tool, perhaps the only tool, for redressing poverty and the poor performance of low-income students. What is missing in Ravitch’s analysis in both *The Death of The American School System* and *Reign of Error* is a macro-analysis of how the “accountability” reform movement evolved within the Reagan

---

Revolution and the subsequent Third Way or neoliberal shift in Democratic Party and broader American politics.\textsuperscript{31}

Not only did \textit{A Nation at Risk}’s sentiments merge with education reform concerns over equality of opportunity, but also it articulated the increasingly prevalent concern that American workers were not prepared for the “skill-economy.” \textit{A Nation at Risk} signaled the existence of a crisis in the economy, in national security, and in schools as the first responders who could impart the more advanced math, science, and analytic reasoning skills that would make high school graduates economically competitive in an increasingly knowledge-based, post-industrial economy. The report argued that the American glory days of manufacturing were gone; we faced “a world of ever-accelerating competition and change in the conditions of the workplace, of ever-greater danger, and of ever-larger opportunities for those prepared to meet them.”\textsuperscript{32} The document stirred up fears of America’s declining position in the globalized economy, and portrayed education as a main avenue for economic revitalization.

\textit{iii. Welfare Reform and Education Reform}

The transition from \textit{A Nation at Risk} to No Child Left Behind required shifts in the policy orientation of both the Republican and Democratic parties. Patrick J. McGuinn in \textit{No Child Left Behind and the Transformation of Federal Education Policy, 1965-2005} describes the emergence of President Clinton’s Goals 2000, and eventually George W. Bush’s 2001 reauthorization of the federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act, “No Child Left Behind,” as a result of the “Third Way”

\textsuperscript{31} Ravitch, \textit{Reign of Error}; Ravitch, \textit{The Death and Life}.
\textsuperscript{32} The National Commission on Excellence in Education, \textit{A Nation at Risk}. 
shift in Democratic Party politics. In addition to calling for a more nimble, efficient government, the Third Way shift argued that the rise of the post-industrial economy required a more flexible, educated workforce, which could be best created by encouraging individuals to complete high school and to invest in higher education. Thus a “happy medium” was struck between conservatives who saw public bureaucracies as problematic, but were unwilling to expand the federal role in education, and Democrats who were willing to flirt with “school choice” and investment in publicly-funded charter schools, but thought that Republican voucher plans that enabled vouchers to be used for private schooling would bankrupt or endanger public schools.

During the George H.W. Bush administration the call for federal leadership in education reform only became more high profile. While George H.W. Bush did not enact a reform program with regard to education, he did manage to increase media attention on the perceived crisis in U.S. schools. Republicans remained too committed to local control to produce anything like President George W. Bush’s No Child Left Behind legislation for years to come. But in the years following *A Nation At Risk*, writes Bush communications adviser Lesley Arsht, “the Bush administration was successful at one thing in education… they staked the ground around standards and national goals and began a conversation that raised the profile of education. They put education on the agenda and established improving education as a high priority for the nation.”

---

34 As cited in McGuinn, 73.
In the 1990s education reform flourished as a centrist project that would purportedly restore equality of opportunity and economic growth. This is implicitly a common theme of McGuinn's analysis, which makes extensive use of both politicians’ and advisers’ justifications for putting campaign emphasis on education.\textsuperscript{35} New Democrats used education to deflect criticism that they were wasteful spenders on the undeserving poor. Republicans used education to claim they cared about the deserving poor. Perhaps the most telling claim in the book describes Clinton’s focus on education as a way to avoid the shortfalls of New Deal liberalism:

During the [1992] campaign and throughout the rest of the decade Clinton and the Democrats sought to capitalize on the widespread perception that Bush and the Republican Party were unconcerned about the plight of the poor and middle-class Americans to promote a new vision of governmental activism. The focus on schools enabled Clinton to call for federal leadership and spending in a policy era where it had broad public support and was unlikely to engender welfare type criticism. Clinton used education reform as a symbol of his efforts to move the Democratic Party to the center ideologically.\textsuperscript{36}

Presidential candidate after presidential candidate’s focus on education and silence on broader social and economic policy reflected the emerging political consensus regarding post-New Deal liberalism America: the welfare state was messy, created perverted economic incentives, caused poverty traps, and slowed down capitalist growth. Education suffered no such criticism because it purportedly creates opportunity for all without punishing an elite few.

Perhaps most important, the new education reform was “Third Way” because it did not have to be tied to “big government” spending and waste. Education was to be “accountable” and “disciplined,” much like other parts of government, such as welfare:

\textsuperscript{35} See McGuinn, 76, 79, 147, and 157.
\textsuperscript{36} McGuinn, 76.
Clinton’s emphasis on the need for increased education reform, as opposed to merely increased spending, was also very important. His speeches and legislative proposals marked a clear break with the approach of Democrats in the past—and with the old liberal policy regime—which had freed the education debate in terms of promoting integration and equity through federal mandates and spending.\(^{37}\)

Just as the New Democrat shift represented an increased bipartisan consensus around cutting “wasteful” government spending and perverse social programs like welfare, education reform represented a chance to provide opportunity and economic prosperity without necessarily committing to increased spending. It is true that Democrats tended to fight for more spending on education, even when that spending was conditional on school progress.\(^ {38}\) But by the 1990s “education reform” was emerging as a peculiar issue where politicians could rhetorically support the American Dream without talking about redistribution or significantly increased social spending; instead they discussed accountability, testing, and teacher quality.

**iv. No Child Left Behind, Race to the Top, and the New Neoliberal Equality**

The push for federal education reform came to fruition in the 2000 election of George W. Bush and the passage of No Child Left Behind. Both Gore and Bush had run as “education candidates,” using much of the “Clintonian” “Third Way” rhetoric. As Chester Finn, Bruno Manno, and Diane Ravitch observed after the 2000 presidential election:

> For the first time in memory, both major parties and both sets of candidates agree that the federal government has important contributions to make in reforming America’s schools… [There is] widening agreement that

---
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Washington’s present approach to K-12 education policy—an approach that has scarcely changed since LBJ’s time—is broken and needs fixing. The current political world we live in, defined by No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top Legislation, and the continued power of “education reformers” to set the political agenda, is a product of this “Third Way” shift in the Democratic party and an increasing centrality of market-based, “accountability” driven education reform.

No Child Left Behind focused on high-stakes testing and accountability and rejected traditional Republican beliefs in local school autonomy. No Child Left Behind dictates that states’ achieve 100% “proficiency” by 2014. The Act requires states to develop assessments in basic skills. States had to administer these assessments to all students at select grade levels in order to receive federal school funding. The Act did not assert a national achievement standard, and standards were set by each individual state. But No Child Left Behind expanded the federal role in public education through annual testing, annual academic progress reports, teacher qualifications, and funding changes. As education policy expert Linda Darling-Hammond writes, “The broad goal of No Child Left Behind is to raise the achievement levels of all students, especially underperforming groups, and to close the achievement gap that parallels race and class distinctions… The bill intends to [do this] by focusing schools’ attention on improving test scores for all groups of students... providing parents with more educational choices, and ensuring better-qualified teachers.”


40 Linda Darling-Hammond, “From ‘Separate but Equal’ to ‘No Child Left Behind’: The Collision of New Standards and Old Inequalities,” in Many Children Left Behind: How the No Child Left Behind
Schools that miss “Annual Yearly Progress” (AYP) marks for a second consecutive year are publicly labeled as being “in need of improvement” and are required to develop a two-year improvement plan for the subject that the school is not teaching well. Continually missing AYP would mean forcing the school to offer free tutoring and other supplemental education services to struggling students, and eventually being labeled as requiring “corrective action.” This might involve wholesale replacement of staff, introduction of a new curriculum, or extending the amount of time students spend in class. Five years of failure in AYP would require the draft of a plan to restructure the entire school, a plan that would be implemented if the school fails to hit its AYP targets for the sixth year in a row. Common options include closing the school, turning the school into a charter school, hiring a private company to run the school, or asking the state office of education to run the school directly.

President Obama’s “Race to the Top,” passed as part of the 2009 stimulus bill, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, aimed to improve upon its predecessor, No Child Left Behind, focusing on four areas that each state is expected to include in its application for grant money: improving the quality of teachers, creating standards to improve teaching and learning, using longitudinal data systems to improve student and teacher performance, and making sure all students have qualified teachers and improving achievement in low-performing schools. It devoted $5 billion dollars to a competition among the nation’s states, in which states had to
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agree to adopt the new Common Core standards, expand charter schools, evaluate teacher effectiveness in part in terms of test scores, and agree to “turn around” their lowest-performing schools by firing teachers or closing schools. While Race to the Top eliminated No Child Left Behind’s mandate that all students must be “proficient,” as judged by state’s test scores, it shifted to a “value-added” requirement that teachers must increase students’ test scores every year. Many critics continue to worry that these measurements cannot correctly identify teachers’ impact distinct from other factors, and that schools that cater to low-income students will continue to be punished for their inability to overcome “out of school factors.”

No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top dramatically altered the role of the federal government in education policy. The changes in policy were accompanied by an equally profound alteration in the political purposes and “culture” of education legislation. The increasing push for federal input in education, through standards and “accountability,” efforts to ensure higher-quality teachers, and charterization incentives, occurred amidst a broader political and ideological context that blamed concentrated poverty and inequality on a “culture of poverty” and thus rejected the forms of social provision that could eliminate poverty and inequality. As the Economic Policy Institute noted in 2002:

As a nation, we continue to support the role – even the obligation – of schooling to close these gaps, but at the same time we create or magnify the same gaps with other social policies. Except for continuing support for Head Start (actually a relatively inexpensive program), our public policies do little to address the negative educational effects that income disparities have on young children. The U.S. should not use one hand to blame the schools for

---
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inadequately serving disadvantaged children when its social policies have helped create these disadvantages – especially income disadvantages – with the other hand.\textsuperscript{46}

It is true that Democrats fought for increases in Title 1 spending for low-income school districts and for extra help for particularly disadvantaged schools, and thus were politically distinct from their Republican peers. But our political debate had shifted to a place where education was the only arena in which Democrats could (largely unsuccessfully) push for increased funding. As educational historians Harvey Kantor and Robert Lowe noted in 2007:

The long-standing difference over funding and the federal role in education no longer seems to be the only, or even the main, political fault line. Rather, by ruling out discussion about the connections between race, education, and the political economy, No Child Left Behind has shifted the debate over education and racial equality sharply to the Right, marginalizing the Left and scrambling traditional political alliances.\textsuperscript{47}

What Kantor and Lowe point out is that the primary difference between Democrats and Republicans on the issue of “equal opportunity” now revolved almost entirely around schooling. The “social and economic supports that are key components of educational success” were increasingly removed from political discussion.\textsuperscript{48} The conservative revolution had waged a conscious political and ideological attack against those social investments and institutions that would lessen inequality and structural disadvantage.


\textsuperscript{48} Kantor and Lowe, 474.
In an era when other social programs that could take on these tasks (and “big government” in general) were stigmatized, education took on a seeming heroic importance. The “accountability” era of education reform, its significance and its form, is in large part a product of the bipartisan consensus around cutting “big government” and on rejecting earlier solutions to concentrated poverty, urban decay, and inequality. It was only under such conditions that education would become the area of federal policy over which we are so obsessed, which in turn gave increased power to a new array of education advocacy groups to dominate political discourse.

III. Meet the Reformers

Any discussion of the educational reform network must begin with the influence of top philanthropic education foundations such as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation and the Walton Family Foundation, all of which award grants to the new wave of education reform advocacy groups, to charter schools, and to school districts willing to implement reform-friendly agendas. These corporate-funded foundations and post-industrial economic elites play a pivotal role in the discourse around the future of education and the workforce. The Gates Foundation, the Walton Family, the Broad Foundation, and the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) (a Koch Brothers-financed network of state legislators and state legislative aides who work to implement similar anti-union, anti-regulation measures at the state level) have diverse political interests. The Gates Foundation focuses on data-based evaluation of teachers and high-tech innovations in the classroom, and believes that through a more comprehensive, data-driven understanding of “good teaching,” we can improve educational outcomes and
restore equal opportunity. The Broad Foundation, founded by a socially liberal businessman and entrepreneur Eli Broad and his wife Edythe Broad, shares the Gates Foundation’s excitement over charter schools and technology in the classroom. 49 On the other hand, the Walton family and ALEC are ultra-conservative, anti-regulation, and anti-union advocates. Their brand of education reform not only represents an effort to implement high-stakes testing and “accountability,” but also often advocates a radical attack on public sector unions coupled with school choice and voucher initiatives. The more conservative of these economic elites envision an education reform that goes hand in hand with austerity politics and the privatization of education. 50 All in all, Gates, Walton, Broad and other philanthropies have put more than $600 million into charter schooling. 51

Foundation money began to flow into education as charters assumed greater importance. In 1998 the top four foundations contribution to education were the Annenberg Foundation, the Lily Endowment, the David and Lucile Packard Foundation, and the W.K. Kellogg Foundation. 52 But by 2002 the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the Walton Family Foundation constituted 25 percent of all funds contributed by the top fifty donors to education in that year. 53 While earlier foundations, such as Ford, Rockefeller, and Carnegie, reviewed proposals submitted to them by school districts, Walton, Broad, and Gates Foundation embodied

51 Fabricant and Fine, 29.
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“philanthrocapitalism,” expecting their funding to result in charter schools escaping the restrictive norms of school boards and teachers’ unions by adopting the foundation’s new entrepreneurial vision for educational reform. As Joanne Barkan has pointed out in *Dissent Magazine*:

> Each year big philanthropy channels about $1 billion to “ed reform.” This might look like a drop in the bucket compared to the $525 billion or so that taxpayers spend on K–12 education annually. But discretionary spending—spending beyond what covers ordinary running costs—is where policy is shaped and changed. The mega-foundations use their grants as leverage: they give money to grantees who agree to adopt the foundations’ pet policies. Resource-starved states and school districts feel compelled to say yes to millions of dollars even when many strings are attached or they consider the policies unwise. They are often in desperate straits.\(^{54}\)

This reality demonstrates the central role that foundation money plays in the behavior of underfunded public institutions. Jonah Edelman, CEO of Stand for Children, a lobbying organization that claims to advocate for the interests of children against hide-bound bureaucrats and teachers unions, sums up the understanding of funders as to the importance of money in educational policy and politics: “We’ve learned the hard way that if you want to have the clout needed to change policies for kids, you have to help politicians get elected. It’s about money, money, money.”\(^{55}\) And to illustrate the heavily interconnected nature of the education reformers: Stand for Children is chaired by former Washington D.C. School Superintendent Michelle Rhee and received $5.2 million from The Gates Foundation between 2003-2011.

---


Angeles and elsewhere, they have funded school board and City Council candidates against those backed by teachers unions.\textsuperscript{56}

Thus foundations such as Gates, Walton, Broad, were central to moving charters from a small part of the educational reform arsenal of the 1990s to a major focus of today’s school reformers and in transforming the educational policy discourse.\textsuperscript{57} Today, hundreds of private philanthropies collectively spend almost $4 billion annually to support or transform K–12 education, and most of that money is directed to transforming schools that serve low-income children (only religiously-based social service organizations receive more money from foundations).\textsuperscript{58}

Education researchers Rand Quinn, Megan Tompkins-Stange, and Debra Meyerson have found that most foundation money no longer goes to traditional public schools, but rather to alternate options such as charter schools or private educational institutions.\textsuperscript{59} In addition, the Gates Foundation had a unique involvement in creating, evaluating, and promoting the Common Core State Standards.\textsuperscript{60}

These foundations foot the bill for new education advocacy groups such as Stand for Children, Democrats for Education Reform, StudentsFirst, or Jeb Bush’s Foundation for Excellence in Education.\textsuperscript{61} All these organizations are consciously
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opposed to the agendas of teachers’ unions, such as tenure and seniority. These new advocacy groups have made use of bipartisan political support to radically change education agendas in recent years. For instance, Democrats for Education Reform has been a power player in New York education politics since 2006, pushing to raise the state’s charter school cap in 2010 as a means to compete for federal Race to the Top funds, of which the state won $700 million. StudentsFirst spent some $900,000 last year on lobbying in Michigan, including support for a variety of teacher-quality proposals; Stand for Children has lobbied in support of bills revamping teacher evaluation in all ten states in which it has an office.

These advocacy groups help promote the work of the large network of charter school operators such as the Knowledge is Power Program (KIPP) and the Harlem Success Academies. Michael Fabricant and Michelle Fine explain the charter school movement as a tri-partite but interrelated movement. First: free market charters, such as White Hat Managements, K-12, Edison Schools, Inc. Many of these are for-profit corporations and aim for quantity, at times operating dozens of schools in the same district. They move public dollars into private hands and expressly attempt to weaken teachers unions in low-income, disproportionately minority communities. Second: “Mom and Pop” charters. These charters are typically run by experienced educators.
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frustrated by district bureaucracies; they have deep community roots, and often have cultural or pedagogical focuses that may fill particular niches viewed as unfulfilled in regular public schools. Often associated with progressive educators, such as Deborah Meier (former principal of the teacher-parent governed East Harlem School), these schools are generally friendly to teacher union participation. Third: Franchise charters, such as Green Dot and the Knowledge is Power Program (KIPP). These charters are run by large non-profit operations attempting to bring charters “to scale.” As opposed to the free market, mass private charter corporations these companies are run by educational policy entrepreneurs who tout their schools as an implementation of a coherent educational theory rather than a primarily market-based ideology. The schools are replicated in a “cookie-cutter” fashion across the country.

Many of the most prominent charter schools operate with a “No Excuses” or “zero tolerance” model that not only dismisses poverty as a barrier to enhanced student performance, but also tends to expel or push out those students with special needs or behavioral problems (who tend to perform worse in school). They also tend to “cream,” or disproportionately hive off, those students most likely to succeed since simply having the wherewithal to apply to a charter school means that the child already has an active and supportive parent(s). KIPP schools, for example, demand
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considerable parental involvement in their students’ education and will expel students who do not fulfill their “contracts” to do homework or behave properly in school. These charters will demand that their teachers be available to help students with homework via e-mail and phone until 9 PM on weekdays and during much of the weekend. Charter school growth has only been expanded through the incentives offered in Obama’s Race to the Top legislation.

The reformers’ assertion that teachers are the problem and that better managerial techniques are the answer has led to the creation of a number of “alternative teacher and principal recruiters” such as Teach for America (TFA), The New Teacher Project, New Leaders, The Broad Superintendents Academy, and the Broad Residency in Urban Education. These programs aim to provide fast-track programs that train teachers and principals. New Leaders, formerly known as New Leaders for New Schools, offers an alternative path to the usual training and experience needed to become a school principal. The Broad Superintendents Academy “is a 10-month executive management training program run by The Broad Center to prepare top leaders from education, military, business, nonprofit and government sectors to lead urban public school systems.” TFA was originally founded with the intent of deploying graduates from elite colleges to poorer school districts that faced teacher shortages. Interestingly, austerity-driven layoffs have
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shifted TFA’s role in many metropolitan school districts. As history professor Andrew Hartman wrote in *Jacobin Magazine*:

Following the economic collapse of 2008, which contributed to school revenue problems nationwide, massive teacher layoffs became the new norm, including in districts where teacher shortages had provided an entry to TFA in the past. Thousands of Chicago teachers, for instance, have felt the sting of layoffs and furloughs in the past two years, even as the massive Chicago Public School system, bound by contract, continues to annually hire a specified number of TFA corps members. In the face of these altered conditions, the TFA public relations machine now deemphasizes teacher shortages and instead accentuates one crucial adjective: “quality.” In other words, schools in poor urban and rural areas of the country might not suffer from a shortage of teachers in general, but they lack for the *quality* teachers that Kopp’s organization provides.  

The data on TFA is mixed: some studies have found that TFA teachers get about the same results as other, new, uncertified teachers; some tests show them helping students achieve small gains in math but not reading test scores  

This has not stopped TFA from standing at the front of education reform, helping to staff the growing non-union, privately managed charter schools in so many of our nation’s cities.

Hostility towards teachers’ unions is now a central part of the bipartisan education agenda. The website www.teachersunionsexposed.com, a special project of the Center for Union Facts, offers the traditional party line that teachers unions keep “a tight grip on policies (and policy makers),” and thus “stop and deter efforts to bring about education reform and alternative systems.” Unions are said to use poverty as an excuse for their poor performance as educators. Many of the new education advocacy groups have been central to crafting policies that decrease job security for teachers or increase the use of merit pay and standardized testing as a component of
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teacher evaluation. For example, in several states, such as Illinois and Massachusetts, StudentsFirst has had a representative on panels that have written regulations governing the evaluation of teachers.  

Finally, the celebritization of the education reform debate has entailed high-profile coverage of those allegedly heroic superintendents prepared to push the education reform agenda in major metropolitan areas. Most famously this includes Joel Klein of New York and Michelle Rhee of Washington, D.C. Klein served as chancellor of the New York City Department of Education from 2002-2011. He transformed the city’s public-school system by promoting charter schools (to replace regular public schools), by increasing the importance of standardized testing and their consequences for principals and teachers, and by attacking union-sponsored due process and seniority provisions for teachers.

This amalgamation of foundations, advocacy groups, charter schools, and superintendents have been featured in popular culture in trade press books such as Steven Brill’s Class Warfare, Paul Tough’s Whatever It Takes, and mass-released films such as Waiting for Superman and Parent Trigger. The education reformers represented in popular culture share the belief, as John Schnur (executive chairman of America Achieves and co-founder of New Leaders) puts it in Brill’s Class Warfare, that “truly effective teaching…[can] overcome student indifference, parental disengagement, and poverty” and that through reforms to the educational system
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“demography will no longer be destiny.”\textsuperscript{77} According to Brill, “[School reformers argue the larger significance of charter schools is that the ones that work not only demonstrate that children from the most challenged homes and communities can learn but also suggest how traditional public schools might be changed to make them operate effectively.”\textsuperscript{78} The reformers, moreover, have been successful in permeating mainstream politics. Many of today’s key reform advocates are closely tied to the Obama administration, particularly Secretary of Education Arne Duncan and Chicago mayor and former Obama White House Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel.

**IV. The Two Claims of Contemporary Education Reform**

The reformers are united by a commitment to education as the central vehicle for achieving equality of opportunity and restoring American competitiveness in the global economy. The consensus around education reform rests on a shared faith that education can do two things: 1) overcome any disadvantages between the privileged and the impoverished and create genuine equality of opportunity; and 2) restore American competitiveness, and give all Americans the ability to succeed in the 21st-century labor market.

For the reformers, progress in our education system can ensure that “demography is not destiny.” On the 50th Anniversary of the March on Washington Secretary of Education Arnie Duncan spoke as to how “education is the civil rights issue of our generation.”\textsuperscript{79} In that speech he described the Civil Rights movement and

\textsuperscript{78} Brill, 9.
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argued that integration had been won, and that the problem now lies elsewhere:

“integration alone doesn't guarantee a world-class education,” he noted.⁸⁰ His speech exemplifies the blind eye of the education reform movement to continued racial and, more important perhaps, socio-economic segregation. For the reformers the solution to inequality of opportunity does not lie in integration or in fighting to eliminate poverty. Instead they insist on bringing quality education (and quality educators) to our worst neighborhoods.⁸¹ Their silence, admittedly, is part of a broader societal obliviousness to continued segregation, despite the fact, as Gary Orfield has shown, that “de-facto segregation” is stronger than it has been since the 1970s.⁸²

There are certain breeds of education reformers that acknowledge anti-poverty and community reinvestment measures as central to education initiatives. Most famously, Geoffrey Canada’s Harlem Children’s Zone has organized large sums of philanthropy money to provide successful “wraparound services.” These services entail supportive workshops for parents with children ages 0-3, pre-kindergarten programs, health clinics, and community centers for children and adults during after-school, weekend, and summer hours; they also include youth violence prevention efforts, social services, and support during and after the college application process. However, this wing of the reform movement has not succeeded in shifting the tone of the education reformers to calling for the massive public investment that would be needed to scale-up such relatively small successes. Comprehensive “wraparound
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⁸⁰ Duncan, “Remarks at School Without Walls.”
⁸² Gary Orfield and Nora Gordon, Schools More Separate: Consequences of a Decade of Resegregation (Cambridge, Mass.: Civil Rights Project, Harvard University, 2001), 29.
“services” may be a strategic demand that could be used to revive the War on Poverty, but we need to be serious about the redistribution of income and wealth that that would require. In 2004 Richard Rothstein, estimated that such public investments would cost an annual $156 billion dollars. This is a small percentage of GDP, but a serious investment when compared with cheap commitments to “accountability.”

The conservative (and more publicly prevalent) wing of the education reformers tends to make two distinct claims about poverty: they either claim that poverty is “no excuse” for a barrier to successful educational performance, or they claim that poverty is a problem for a different breed of “reformers.”

Irvin Scott, a representative of the Gates Foundation, took part in a five-part exchange with educator, blogger, and activist Anthony Cody about poverty and education reform. He prefaced his final exchange with the typical “No Excuses” understanding of poverty:

Simply, I believe all children can learn. I believe low-income children of color can learn when they have great teachers who believe in them, and treat them with the same passion, enthusiasm and intellectual rigor that they would treat their own children. And I believe in the skill and will of teachers, provided they are given the opportunity to teach, learn and lead as true professionals…I want to believe that Mr. Cody believes this same truth about students, yet in each post he carefully marshals an assortment of facts and statistics which seems to suggest that he believes that children living in poverty cannot learn and that until the status quo changes we should lower our expectations for poor children.
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83 Richard Rothstein, Class and Schools: Using Social, Economic, and Educational Reform to Close the Black-white Achievement Gap (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 2004), 144-46. Rothstein’s estimates are based, in part, off of the calculations done by plaintiffs in a New York State Court of Appeals case arguing that the state’s financing system was unconstitutional because it did not give lower-class children the opportunity to achieve middle-class-level skills.

84 For Michelle Rhee’s explanation of the debate between those who emphasize poverty and those who “fight to put students first,” see Michelle Rhee, Radical: Fighting to Put Students First (New York: Harper Collins, 2013), 209.

This point exemplifies the “No Excuses” mantra of “poverty is not destiny.” But at times, generally when pushed on their silence on poverty or their belief that it is not consequential to educational opportunity, reformers will insist that poverty may be a problem, but not a problem to be tackled by the education reformers. Michelle Rhee, for instance, advances this opinion in a 2012 *Huffington Post* op-ed “Poverty Must Be Tackled But Never Used As An Excuse.” When she appeared on *All In With Chris Hayes* in 2013 she was pressed on the societal importance of tackling poverty:

*Chris Hayes*: We have seen a tremendous national debate [about education reform]. We have seen billions, and billions, and billions of philanthropic dollars thrown into this question. We have seen hedge funds giving tons of money to make sure that teachers are held accountable, that we have high standards… It seems to me that there is not the same level of attention – from the philanthropic community, from our political class – that [poverty] is a huge threat to the success of these kids.

*Michele Rhee*: Well I think that, you know, different people have different interests. And I certainly think that, for example, something like child nutrition and child hunger have over the last several years gained tremendous steam. And people understand that when kids come to school hungry that makes a huge difference in their ability to learn. So you’ve got advocates who think that is incredibly important, and who are pouring a ton of resources into that. And that is an absolutely worthy cause. As an educator I would say that because we are with children for a significant portion of their days and of their years, that we should also be doing everything in our power to make sure that the schooling environment that they are in gives them the skills they need to be successful in life. To say that you have a lot of people are pouring money into things… does that mean they’re ignoring other things? No. 

The argument presented by this key educational reformer states that the choice between improving teachers and solving poverty is a false dichotomy; as a society, we should do both, but meanwhile the education reformers will focus exclusively on

---


improving teacher quality. Poverty is for another group of activists and policy-makers to redress.

When contrasted with New Deal liberalism and Civil Rights era policies, our contemporary politics leans heavily on the hope that education reform alone will restore equality of opportunity. Stan Karp, director of the Secondary Reform Project for New Jersey's Education Law Center, noted in the aftermath of No Child Left Behind the irony that “there is no indicator of equality—including household income, child poverty rates, health care coverage, home ownership, or school spending—where federal policy currently mandates equality among all population groups within twelve years under threat of sanctions—except standardized tests in public schools.”

I will criticize the reform movement’s assumptions about the nature of poverty and concentrated poverty in this country, and question the ability of education reform to overcome the challenges that poverty poses in Chapter Two.

Secondly, the reformers tell us that education is necessary to skill up all American workers for the 21st century’s global economy. Reformers assert that education is one of the best anti-poverty tools, claiming at least implicitly that poverty is largely the result of a lack of education and labor market skills. Beginning in the 1980s Americans began to put a renewed emphasis on education because of a fear of the new “skill economy.” The “New Covenant” of the Clinton Third Way insisted that the Democratic Party had to prepare workers for the new skill- and knowledge-
based economy. When Michael J. Petrilli, vice president for national programs and policy at the Thomas B. Fordham Foundation, reviewed Thomas Friedman’s *The World is Flat* in 2006, he wrote the book “could have been the most influential prod to education reform since A Nation at Risk,” even though the book, as he notes, is not explicitly about education, but about globalization and technological advancements. In 2006, George W. Bush celebrated the achievements of No Child Left Behind for its contributions to America’s prosperity:

No Child Left Behind Act… is an important way to make sure America remains competitive in the 21st century. We're living in a global world. See, the education system in America must compete with education systems in China and India. If we fail to give our students the skills necessary to compete in the world of the 21st century, the jobs will go elsewhere. That's just a fact of life. It's the reality of the world in which we live. And therefore, now is the time for the United States of America to give our children the skills so that the jobs will stay here.

Increasingly reformers pushed education as central to economic prosperity in a “skills-based economy.” In an Educational Testing Service report from 2003 titled “Standards for What? The Economic Roots of K-16 Reform,” researchers Anthony Carnevale and Donna Desrochers described the fervor around education reform as stemming from the loss of middle-skill, well-paying jobs: “For most Americans, education and training through and beyond high school is now a necessary condition

---

93 McGuinn, 148.
(not just the most advantageous or desirable route) for developing skills required by most well-paying jobs.⁹⁴

The emphasis on the “skills-economy” has linked education to discussions of income inequality. Reformers, politicians, and business elites insist that everything from low-wage work, increasing inequality, and unemployment is the result of a lack of worker skills and education. Michelle Rhee, in her interview on *All in With Chris Hayes*, cited the “mismatch” between employers and workers:

Talk to American employers, they will tell you that they have problems finding people with the skills and the knowledge that they need to fill some of their mission critical jobs. And yet we have the unemployment rate we have today. That means that there is a mismatch between our public education system and what the employers of tomorrow are going to need from their workforce.⁹⁵

When politicians claim that low-wages and unemployment are the result of a lack of skills, education becomes the answer, rather than macro-economic policies, or proposals aimed at raising the wages of all workers. As historian Colin Gordon has noted, when we ascribe low-wages to the purportedly poor supply of skills (education), discussions of inequality come to center on education reform. This took place more and more beginning in the 1980s:

If nothing else, this is a politically-attractive kind of explanation for inequality. Technological innovation or change (like globalization) is not something you can control, so there seems little political recourse but to occasionally lament the quality of American education. This, in turn, is appealing to left and right—as it yields either a fierce egalitarian defense of public education, or unrelenting attacks on schools and teachers.⁹⁶

---


⁹⁵ Michelle Rhee, Interview with Chris Hayes, “America’s Inequality Problem.”

Thus reformers portray education as not only the answer to inequality of opportunity but also inequality of outcome. Proper education reform will purportedly breed prosperity for all and will reduce income inequality that is caused by higher returns to useful “skills” and/or education. The economic analysis I will explore in Chapter Three examines the claim that there is a growing gap between the demand for skills (caused by technological change) and the supply of skills (shaped by educational attainment and policy).

Ultimately the education reformers emerged at a time when both major American parties failed to address the root causes of concentrated poverty, inequality, and unemployment. Political elites’ support for education reform arose within a Democratic Party leadership “Third Way paradigm shift” that followed in response to the “Reagan-Thatcher revolution.” This shift from New Deal liberalism to a bipartisan “neoliberal” consensus favored decreasing funding for public goods and making programs more “accountable” and “efficient” by using market mechanisms and identifying measurable outcomes. Thus the very political viability of charters, merit pay, and attacks on public sector unions, as well as an increased consensus that government’s interest was big business’s interest, spurred the widespread philanthropic investment in the new accountability-driven education reform.97 We cannot disentangle the current education reform movement’s policy proposals from the dominant market ideology of neoliberalism—an ideology that proposes that all services and goods are best distributed through market mechanisms, preferably one’s “free” from government bureaucracy and regulation. As Michael Fabricant and

---

Michelle Fine write, “Legitimating the deregulation of government functions such as public schooling is largely achieved through the discourse of a naturalized ideological truth about the effectiveness of market reform.”\textsuperscript{98} If there were no such ultra-faith in market principles, we would not have the particular bipartisan brand of education reform we have today.

More important, without the concomitant de-legitimization of “big government” and social investment, education reform would not be so central to policy discussions of how to best create genuine equality of opportunity and to alleviate inequality. As government slimmed down, education became the realm in which politicians could express their interest in restoring equality of opportunity, tackling poverty, improve labor market outcomes, and limit inequality. These education reform measures, culminating in No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top, stood as a “grand bargain” between moderate Democrats and mainstream pro-business Republicans.\textsuperscript{99} But these bipartisan proposals have formalized a new “Third Way” Democratic mainstream leadership in American politics that has all but abandoned social-democratic proposals for helping the poor and working class in favor of an obsession over education reform. The ability of education reformers to maintain their prominence in discussions of poverty and inequality reflects the current political rejection of more comprehensive policies aimed at achieving social and economic justice. The next two chapters investigate in greater detail whether reforms to education can be expected to achieve either equality of opportunity or greater equality of outcomes.

\textsuperscript{98} Fabricant and Fine, 63.

\textsuperscript{99} McGuinn, 144.
Chapter 2:
Restoring Opportunity in America: A Micro and Macro Understanding of The Challenges Poor Students Face

I. Education Reformers’ Shallow Understanding of Poverty

The education reform movement’s primary claim is that a transformation of K-12 education can restore equality of opportunity in the United States. The reformers believe that schools can overcome the disadvantages that young children inherit from their parents and from the broader communities in which they live. This is not a new claim for the American public. We, compared to more social democratic European nations, have always accepted greater levels of inequality alongside an abiding faith that a robust school system would provide equality of opportunity.\(^{100}\)

But in light of recent evidence that social mobility has always been relatively low in the United States, we need to reconsider the role that schools can—and cannot—play in promoting equality of opportunity.\(^{101}\) Thus this chapter examines the extent to which our schools can overcome the structural barriers to academic achievement faced by poor and minority students.

This chapter offers a broader sociological understanding of poverty than that provided by the education reform discourse. The conception of poverty advanced in this chapter portrays how poverty affects the economic, social, and cultural life of low-income families, their children, and the neighborhoods in which they live. In discussing the practices of different social classes and the ways these practices


reproduce poverty through the family, I will be discussing some of the “cultural manifestations” of poverty. The right often refers to such behavior as the “culture of poverty,” claiming that many poor people are “undeserving” since their poverty results from their making bad choices such as not staying in school. By conceptualizing poverty as following from the cultural values of the poor, conservative thinkers are able to criticize social welfare and “big government” as ineffective at best, and counterproductive at worst. It is true that the stresses of poverty (especially concentrated poverty) can, in fact, engender higher rates of unhealthy “cultural” practices among the poor: alcoholism, drug use, and smoking, as well as well as child rearing practices that do not promote the complex analytical thought that helps upper class children thrive in schools. In reality, however, poverty and its “cultural manifestations” are primarily the result of structural and material disadvantages: beyond the instability that comes from low incomes and a lack of wealth, poor and working-class American families are less likely to have access to quality health, dental, and child care; they are more likely to move frequently from one home to another, thus moving children from school to school; and they are more likely to live in homes and neighborhoods that expose their children to lead paint and poor quality air that contribute to disproportionately high rates of asthma. The poor are also more likely to live in neighborhoods where violence and gangs are a daily reality, and where unemployment soars high above the national average.

Within the education reform movement, discussions of the adverse effects of poverty on children’s performance in school are either absent or simplistic. Especially
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central to this chapter is a discussion of how living in communities of intensely concentrated poverty has a particularly deleterious effect on the life opportunities of both adults and their children. This is an important social phenomenon to explore because the education reform movement focuses so intensely on our schools in our urban centers.103 William Julius Wilson, the leading sociologist working on urban poverty, describes inner city poverty as a crisis of decaying communities and joblessness.104 The poor suffer not only from lower socio-economic status, but also from a lack of the community safeguards, job networks, and cultural resources characteristic of middle-class American suburbs:

The key theoretical concept, therefore, is not culture of poverty but social isolation. Culture of poverty implies that basic values and attitudes of the ghetto subculture have been internalized and thereby influence behavior. Accordingly, efforts to enhance the life chances of groups such as the ghetto underclass require, from this perspective, social policies (e.g., programs of training and education as embodied in mandatory workfare) aimed at directly changing these subcultural traits. Social isolation, on the other hand, not only implies that contact between groups of different class and/or racial backgrounds is either lacking or has become increasingly intermittent but that the nature of this contact enhances the effects of living in a highly concentrated poverty area... To emphasize the concept of social isolation does not mean that cultural traits are irrelevant in understanding behavior; rather, it

103 This is clear simply from media portrayals and based on the empirical reality that many of our struggling school districts are in our urban centers defined by concentrated, multi-generational poverty. For an open acknowledgement of this, see David Whitman, Sweating the Small Stuff: Inner-City Schools and the New Paternalism (Washington, D.C.: Thomas B. Fordham Institute Press, 2008). See also David Whitman, “An Appeal to Authority,” Education Next, 8:4 (Fall 2008), accessed March 30, 2014, http://educationnext.org/an-appeal-to-authority/. Whitman argues that successful education reform exhibits “new paternalism,” a term coined by Lawrence Mead in his 1997 book on welfare reform, The New Paternalism: Supervisory Approaches to Poverty. Whitman argues that successful schools take urban, impoverished kids and teach them to walk quietly in the halls, sit up straight, and they give the kids the cultural capital that middle class children inherit from their parents. Admittedly, all schools in a democratic society are in some sense paternalistic, and what we paternalistically choose to teach is important. The deeper problem, as I outline in this chapter, is a belief that such culture-driven school reforms (aimed primarily at black youth) take priority over social expenditure aimed at neighborhood renewal, anti-poverty programs, and comprehensive social services necessary. Without the latter, the former becomes a form of punitive paternalism.

highlights the fact that culture is a response to social structural constraints and opportunities. When reformers claim that poverty should be “No Excuse” for poor student performance, they tap into a broader American misconception that poverty is simply a matter of a family having less money. In reality, poverty has diverse economic, social, and cultural manifestations in familial structure and communal institutions. In his 1994 best seller Race Matters, Cornel West argues that American poverty involves a complex interaction between adverse material circumstances faced by the poor, the resulting weakening of communal institutions, and the development of negative social practices such as the drug trade. These three aspects of poverty, he argues, interact with each other to condition individual life opportunities. West rails against the conservative belief that the only causal factor promoting generational poverty is the moral depravity of the poor; because such a view leads people to believe that “what is needed is a change in the moral behavior of poor black urban dwellers…. [It] highlights immoral actions while ignoring public responsibility for the immoral circumstances that haunt our fellow citizens.”

The recent focus of the education reform movement on “grit” (the subject of Paul Tough’s new book called How Children Succeed: Grit, Curiosity, and the Hidden Power of Character), which refers to non-cognitive traits such as conscientiousness, resilience, or the ability to delay gratification, reproduces this
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107 Cornel West, Race Matters, 4-5.
focus on the cultural effects rather than the structural causes of poverty.\textsuperscript{108} As Lauren Anderson, Professor of Education at Connecticut College, wrote in a blog for \textit{Education Week}, the reformers’ trending call to focus on “grit” and “self-control” is “an appealing policy target for those who believe that if we could just cultivate the ‘right’ qualities among the ‘low-achieving’ then they would be able to transcend conditions of poverty and other obstacles in their way.”\textsuperscript{109}

While black poverty is subject to a particularly stereotyped representation within American public discourse, conservative analysts increasing promote a similar misreading of the dialectic between the material and the cultural in analyzing the causes of emerging mass poverty among whites in deindustrialized communities. This is exemplified by Charles Murray’s 2012 book, \textit{Coming Apart: The State of White America, 1960–2010}, which argues that the rise in white poverty over the last 50 years is the result of the white “New Lower Class” losing its religiosity, work ethic, industriousness, and nuclear family structure.\textsuperscript{110} In Murray’s view, white working class America has lost the Protestant (and Catholic immigrant) work ethic that Murray believes characterized these communities until the permissive welfare state reforms of the 1960s. But his argument fails to recognize that these “cultural manifestations” of poverty are the result of the “New Lower Class” suffering from

\textsuperscript{109} Lauren Anderson, “Grit, Galton, and Eugenics,” \textit{Education Week}, March 21, 2014, accessed March 30, 2014, \url{http://blogs.edweek.org/teachers/living-in-dialogue/2014/03/lauren_anderson_grit.html}. As I mentioned in footnote 10, given Tough’s work, I believe he believes that “grit” can only be cultivated if education makes broad interventions that tackle concentrated poverty (eliminating what he calls “toxic stress.”) Anderson’s analysis gets out how the focus “grit” can enter the policy discourse and lose the focus on poverty.
similar sorts of rapid deindustrialization from the 1980s onwards that just a decade earlier devastated the Black and Latino working class, particularly male industrial workers.\textsuperscript{111}

Thus this chapter seeks to reintroduce a focus on the structural causes of poverty into the education reform debate. unfortunately, Wilson and West’s theories as to the dynamic interaction of the structural causes and cultural manifestations of poverty are absent from contemporary political debate. At the same time that Wilson and West called for Marshall Plan-like investment and job creation for our inner cities, a bipartisan political consensus emerged that government spending could not alleviate poverty. This neoliberal policy consensus embraced fiscal belt-tightening (though only for domestic social spending), deregulation, and attacking long-term deficits, as the way to promote job growth. Wilson and West’s social democratic analysis of the deleterious effects of concentrated poverty on the lives of the poor disappeared from mainstream policy discourse, and education reform became a part of broader social policy aimed at dealing with the social consequences of urban poverty.

Of course, not all education reformers are guilty of negligence when it comes to expanding anti-poverty programs and dealing seriously with the difficulties of concentrated poverty. Geoffrey Canada’s Harlem Children Zone’s vision of schools

as providing “wraparound services” consciously aims to provide families with anti-poverty programs as well as to rebuild communal institutions and supportive networks. While such a vision is honorable and perhaps a roadmap for future reform, Canada rarely, if ever, discusses the public investment that would be necessary to scale up his project in order to reach every low-income community in the United States. Thus this chapter will briefly conclude by engaging in a discussion as to how we can find the public resources necessary to eliminate widespread poverty.

Ultimately, in contrast to Canada’s calls for trimming Social Security and Medicare benefits in order to fund our children’s future, I note that there is no reason to pit the young against the old and that we can fund wraparound services through progressive taxation on corporations and the wealthy (or even non-progressive forms such as the value-added tax), coupled with defense budget cuts. Only by addressing inequality of wealth can we dismantle the very social and economic inequalities that prevent the fulfillment of equality of opportunity (see Chapter Four). Ultimately, however, it would be an improvement if we could shift the political debate to where we argue over how we will fund and universalize Canada’s socially conscious education reform, rather than give predominant focus to “internal” school and teaching reforms.

II. The Role of Schools in Providing Equal Opportunity: A Historical Debate

Contemporary debates about the relationship between racial and socio-economic inequality and educational opportunity began with the 1966 publication of *Equality of Educational Opportunity* by sociologist James Coleman and his colleagues.\(^{112}\) The “Coleman Report,” as it came to be known, argued that differences
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among schools in financial resources were not nearly as great as expected, and that
the impact of those school resources on student achievement was small compared to
the impact of students’ family backgrounds and the influence of peers.\textsuperscript{113} The report
led to a generation of school reformers advocating increased integration of schools by
race and class, with busing as a more readily acceptable social policy than integration
of neighborhoods by public funding of low-income housing in affluent suburbs.\textsuperscript{114}
Despite the fact that the Coleman report in no way argued that schools make “no
difference” in the educational and life opportunities of their students, the policy
community at times has read it that way.\textsuperscript{115}

Christopher Jencks and his colleagues made a similar contribution to
educational sociology in 1972 with their \textit{Inequality: A Reassessment of the Effect of
Family and Schooling in America}. Jencks and his research team argued that there was
little correlation between income and the quality of schooling one received, and that
school reform could no longer be regarded as an effective means of equalizing
income. Focusing on increases in the quality of schooling proved an ineffective
means for decreasing inequality, Jencks’ work argued, as school outcomes tended to
reproduce the educational capital of students’ parents.\textsuperscript{116} The middle class perpetuates

\textsuperscript{113} Coleman \textit{et al., Equality of Educational Opportunity}. “Schools bring little influence to bear on a
child’s achievement that is independent of his background and general social context; and that this very
lack of an independent effect means that the inequalities imposed on children by their home,
neighborhood, and peer environment are carried along to become the inequalities with which they
confront adult life at the end of school.”

\textsuperscript{114} Robert D. McFadden, “Dr. James Coleman, 68, Dies; Work Helped to Foster Busing,” \textit{The New
busing.html.

\textsuperscript{115} David C. Berliner and Bruce J. Biddle, \textit{The Manufactured Crisis: Myths, Fraud, and the Attack on

\textsuperscript{116} Christopher Jencks \textit{et al., Inequality: A Reassessment of the Effect of Family and Schooling in
itself not solely by handing down its economic advantages intact but by implanting in the young attitudes about educational attainment that keep them in school until they have acquired the credentials necessary for middle-class jobs. Thus, if we wish to redress inequality, Jencks argued, we should do so via policies that enhance the social wage (a more extensive, universal welfare state) and measures that lessen inequalities in the labor market (a higher minimum wage and stronger labor rights).\textsuperscript{117}

Since the publication of these studies, researchers have continued to reexamine the evidence and fervently debate how they, and the Coleman report in particular, withstood various critiques. In 1972 Daniel Moynihan and Frederick Mosteller noted that the most important finding of the Coleman report was that there was relatively little variation in the resources—money, teachers, teacher credentials, libraries, etc.—for black and white schools.\textsuperscript{118} This scant variation limits the extent to which school resources can explain differences in achievement between black and white students. Many scholars have disagreed with the claim that quality of school resources does not vary considerably between suburban, urban, and rural school districts. Newer studies uncovered a moderate effect for school resources on student outcomes, based on evidence that differences in teacher’s salaries and smaller class sizes correlate with differences in student performance.\textsuperscript{119} But they also note that the specific qualities of schools that produce improved outcomes are hard to determine. Yet in many ways the education reform movement is based upon identifying these

\textsuperscript{117} Christopher Jencks \textit{et al}, \textit{Inequality}, 261-65.
qualities and then implementing them in our “failing” schools. It has avoided the calls for equal funding (or extra funding for poor districts) that were typical of the “equity” reform movement of the 1960s and 1970s.\textsuperscript{120}

In the 1960s, racial egalitarians, inspired by the Coleman and Jencks’ reports, blamed the test score gap on the combined effects of black poverty, racial segregation, and the underfunding of black schools. Thus they called for raising black children’s family income, desegregating their schools, and equalizing funding of schools that remained racially segregated.\textsuperscript{121} All of these measures were partially undertaken: America created a black middle class, and we increased funding for the most disadvantaged school districts; we succeeded in desegregating schools in the South (though much less so in the North).\textsuperscript{122}

Despite the only partial fulfillment of these goals, in the late 1970s the public policy discourse over how to tackle racial and class inequality began to change radically. Efforts to desegregate schools across suburban-urban lines largely ended after the United States Supreme Court in 1974 ruled in \textit{Milliken v. Bradley} that state courts could not mandate busing across school district lines.\textsuperscript{123} Considerable scholarly evidence found that many anti-poverty programs, such as Head Start, the Job Corps, Medicaid, and Food Stamps had succeeded in lowering poverty rates – and could

\textsuperscript{121} Jencks and Phillips, 9.
\textsuperscript{122} Jencks and Phillips, 9; Orfield and Gordon, \textit{Schools More Separate}, 29. In 1954, 99.99% of Southern Blacks were enrolled in schools that were composed of 50–100% minority students. This percentage declined to 86.1% in 1967–68 and reached a low of 57.1% in 1986–87, but then rose to 67.3% by 1998–99.
have been more successful if better funded and more focused on the creation of productive, well-paying jobs – but the Johnson administration’s commitment to fighting for such funding took backstage to financing the war in Vietnam.\textsuperscript{124} As a result of our persisting inability to tackle the structural causes of the black-white achievement gap, conservative (and often genetic-based) explanations for the black-white test score gap increasingly took on weight in the public discourse, claiming that public policy had tried (and allegedly failed) to redress poverty and segregation, the prior accepted explanations for racial inequality in educational outcomes.\textsuperscript{125} This form of analysis culminated in conservative scholars Charles Murray and Richard J. Herrnstein arguing in their best-selling book *The Bell Curve* that any remaining inequalities were “natural,” despite a broad consensus among sociologists that the differences in educational achievement between blacks and whites stemmed from structural inequalities in both the educational system and in broader economic and social life.\textsuperscript{126}

Coleman, Jencks, and those arguing for equitable funding of schools centered their analysis of public education in a broader context of anti-poverty measures. They pointed to the deleterious effects that segregation and inequality of income had on school performance of lower income students, particularly African-Americans. Jencks’ and Coleman’s work did argue that even the most equitably funded and integrated schools would reproduce class inequality due to the cultural capital


\textsuperscript{126} For work directly responding to Murray and Herrnstein, see Jencks and Phillips, *The Black-White Test Score Gap*. 
conveyed to students by their families. Thus they called for balancing educational policy with a set of social policy programs aimed at redressing inequality itself (rather than just redressing inequality of opportunity in education). Jencks, in particular, advocated a social democratic agenda of expanding universal public provision of child care and health care and altering labor law and other public policy so as to strengthen the bargaining power of low-wage workers – policies that are today even more relevant of consideration, given the proliferation of low-wage service jobs.

Today’s education reform debate, by contrast, would benefit from an understanding of the great strains put on our school system as alleged agents for upward mobility in an America severely stratified by race and socio-economic status. Thus the next section of this chapter returns to a focus on the effects that poverty and socio-economic segregation have on student educational performance. Only then can we astutely evaluate whether the proposed solutions of the education reform movement adequately address the effect of persistent inequalities on children’s life opportunities, and have a more fruitful debate about what role education can play in America’s quest for greater equality of opportunity.

III. Comprehending America’s Persisting Inequalities: Poverty’s Effects on the Individual and on the Family

Recent evidence demonstrates that the academic achievement gap between children from high- and low-income families has risen substantially in recent decades in the U.S., as has the disparity in college completion rates by family income.127 Indeed, the achievement gap across the parental income-level of students is now much larger than the black-white achievement gap, a reversal from the pattern 50
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years ago, when black-white educational disparities exceeded socioeconomic disparities (though the black-white achievement gap remains real and problematic for those concerned with educational equality). Social class is highly determinative of which children come to school prepared to read and think analytically. Young children of educated parents are read to at home more consistently and are encouraged to read more to themselves when they are older. Most children whose parents have college degrees are read to daily before they begin kindergarten, but few children whose parents have only a high school diploma or less are exposed to such daily reading. Middle-class parents who are more literate are more likely to ask questions when they read to their children, especially questions that engage the child’s imagination, such as, “What do you think will happen next?” As a result children enter schools with different levels of vocabulary and cognitive development. Betty Hart and Todd Risley estimated in 1995 that children from families on welfare enter school with about half the vocabulary of children from professional families. This is due to the fact that among children six months to three years old, children from families receiving welfare assistance, on average, hear roughly 616 words per hour compared to 1,251 for children of working-class parents and 2,153 for children raised by parents who are professionals. Furthermore, we know that variation in children’s initial preparation for learning is
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128 Reardon, “No Rich Child Left Behind.”
129 Rothstein, Class and Schools, 21-22.
130 Rothstein, Class and Schools, 21, 154n. Such practices found among middle-class families are what Annette Lareau refers to as “concerted cultivation.” See: Annette Lareau, Unequal Childhoods: Class, Race, and Family Life (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 238-241.
131 Rothstein, Class and Schools, 21, 154n; Lareau, Unequal Childhoods, 238-241.
not randomly distributed across America’s schools. Rather, even on the first day of kindergarten, achievement levels vary substantially from one school to another.\(^{133}\)

As the work of sociologist Annette Lareau illustrates, social class is reproduced from the workplace into the structure of the family. Parents whose professional occupations entail authority and responsibility typically believe that they can affect their own environments and solve problems. They encourage their daughters and sons to do the same, and so while middle class children argue with their siblings and parents, and develop their own opinions, such behavior is less tolerated in working-class and poor families, either black or white.\(^{134}\) Parents whose working-class jobs usually entail following orders are, according to Lareau’s ethnographic study, more likely to instruct their children by giving directions without extended discussion.\(^{135}\)

In addition to the reproduction of reading abilities and habits of inquiry through the family structure, the health of children is also crucially affected by their class position. Lower-class children have poorer oral hygiene than do children from middle-class families and experience significantly higher rates of lead poisoning, asthma, exposure to smoke, and poor nutrition.\(^{136}\) On average, lower-income children have poorer vision, in part due to prenatal conditions and in part due to watching more television and spending more time playing video games than more affluent
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\(^{134}\) Lareau, *Unequal Childhoods*, 241.

\(^{135}\) Lareau, *Unequal Childhoods*, 244.

children. The normal rate of vision problems in children is about 25 percent, yet researchers have repeatedly noted incidences of more than 50 percent in disadvantaged communities. Because of less adequate dental care, disadvantaged children are more likely to have toothaches and resulting discomfort that affects concentration. Higher rates of asthma lead to more absences from school; when asthmatic children do attend school, they are vulnerable to drowsiness due to their often lying awake at night, wheezing. Finally, lower-class children receive less frequent and adequate pediatric care. This is in part due to a lack of access to quality health care, but also because there are fewer primary-care physicians in low-income communities, where the physician-to-population ratio is less than a third the rate in middle-class communities. Given these realities, it is likely poor children miss school for relatively minor health problems, such as common ear infections, for which most middle-class and upper-class children are treated promptly. On average, poor children miss 30 percent more school days than do middle class students.

Finally, the growing cost of housing for low-income families also affects children’s early educational achievement. Children whose families have difficulty finding stable housing are more likely to move from school to school, and student
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mobility is an important cause of failing student performance, as switching schools can often be a disorienting experience for a child.\textsuperscript{143} It is hard to imagine how teachers, no matter how well trained, can be as effective for children who move in and out of their classrooms as they can be for those who attend regularly.

Differences in wealth are also likely to be important determinants of achievement, but these are usually overlooked because most analysts focus only on annual family income to indicate disadvantage. The wealth difference may be part of the reason why black students, on average, score lower than whites whose family incomes are the same. It is easier to understand this pattern when we recognize that children can have similar family incomes but be of different economic classes. The average middle-class white family has considerably more wealth than the average middle class African-American family (some studies estimate the gap as ten-fold) because the white family is likely to be descended from several generations of middle-class families, while African-American middle class families are often first or, at most, second-generation members of the middle class.\textsuperscript{144} Wealth speaks to the level of stability a given family can maintain when and if they experience economic difficulties. Wealth, more so than income, also determines where families reside.

Amy Orr took the concept of wealth (assets minus debts) and measured its impact on student achievement. Orr concluded that “wealth has a positive effect on

\textsuperscript{143} Rothstein, Class and Schools, 46-47.

achievement, even after family’s SES is held constant. Wealth also explains a portion of black-white differences in achievement.”145

Obviously these are all statistical generalizations; many low-income children are read to at home and have good health; but lower income children are on average less likely to experience these conditions than are children of middle-class parents. All of these factors contribute to the reality that lower-class students do not perform as well as their advantaged peers in school, particularly in the elementary years that largely determine one’s secondary school preparation and performance. When reformers speak of “No Excuses” charter schools, are they saying that none of the aforementioned inequalities will influence the school performance of students from disadvantaged backgrounds who attend charter schools?

IV. Education Reform’s Focus On Urban Black Youth: A Macro Understanding of Concentrated Poverty in America’s Cities

Education reformers argue that we must ensure that low-income children (often referring, at least implicitly to black, urban children) achieve comparable skills in school to those acquired by affluent children. We will do so, education reformers argue, by a range of reforms to our urban schools and by restrictions imposed on the power of urban teachers’ unions. But the education reformers’ promotion of “choice,” charters, and merit pay for teachers fail to recognize that a major obstacle to the success of their own proposals may lie in persistent school and neighborhood racial and class segregation.

The black-white achievement gap persists even when social scientists control for socio-economic status of students.146 Given that black students score lower on

achievements tests in math and reading even when compared with their peers of equivalent socio-economic status, it is understandable that education reform has utilized the image of failing urban, predominantly minority schools to rally public support for their agenda. But where “equity” school reformers of the past pushed for desegregation and class-and-racial integration of school children, “accountability” education reformers focus solely on “turning around” these “failing,” largely black and Latino schools. Segregation over the past forty years has lessened, mostly due to the break up of highly segregated communities in the South. But decreases in segregation were not as significant in the nation as a whole; the percentage of Blacks enrolled in 50–100% minority schools was at 76.6% in 1967–68, dropping to 63.3% in 1986–87, and rising again to 70.2% in 1998–99.\textsuperscript{147} Additionally the percentage of Blacks enrolled in 90–100% minority schools was at 64.4% in 1967–68, declining to a low of 32.2% in 1986–87, and rising to 36.6% in 1998–99.\textsuperscript{148}

While it is not hard to understand why lower income children enter the formal educational system already behind in education-related skills than their more affluent peers, the reasons behind the black-white achievement gap are more complex in nature. It is particularly distressing that blacks fall behind whites in educational

\begin{footnotes}
\item[146] Marianne Perie and Rebecca Moran, “NAEP 2004 Trends in Academic Progress: Three Decades of Student Performance in Reading and Mathematics,” U.S. Department of Education, Institute of Education Sciences (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 2004). The decline in the black-white achievement gap, however modest, occurred largely during the 1970s and 1980s. During the 1990s, the black-white gap actually increased and then dropped slightly at the close of the century. As of 2004, the black-white achievement gaps for 17-year-olds in math and reading and 13-year-olds in reading were larger than in 1990. The black-white gap in NAEP reading scores for 13-year-olds was 39 points in 1971; it declined to an 18 point difference in 1988 and then rose to a 22 point difference in 2004. The black-white gap in NAEP math scores for 13-year-olds followed a similar pattern, with a gap of 46 points in 1971 that declined to a 27 point difference in 1990, rose to 32 in 1999, and then returned to a 27 point difference in 2004.
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achievement after entering school. That is, when we control for socio-economic status, blacks and whites enter school with similar levels of achievement. But once students enter school, the gap between white and black children grows, even after controlling for observable influences of social class. In fact, from the beginning of kindergarten to the end of first grade, black students lose 20 percent of a standard deviation relative to white students with similar characteristics.

Academics and policy experts have devoted much time and effort to studying the black-white achievement gap, but missing from our political discourse is a recognition that this gap is at least in part a result of the fact that black students, regardless of their family’s socio-economic status, are more likely than whites and than other minorities to live in neighborhoods of concentrated poverty. In 2004 economists Roland G. Fryer, Jr. and Steven D. Levitt published a widely-cited article “Understanding the Black-White Achievement Gap in the First Two Years of School.” Fryer and Levitt held that “school quality” was the only variable in their data that received empirical support in causing the black-white achievement gap, noting that black children who attend the same schools as whites lose only a third as much ground as they do relative to whites in the overall sample. However, even though the measure of “school quality” is “the only hypothesis that receives any empirical support,” they note that it is still is not definitive proof of the argument that differences in the quality of schools attended by white and black children explain the

difference in educational outcomes: “the available measures of schools’
characteristics as a group explain only a small fraction of the variation in student
outcomes,” they admit. More interesting, Fryer and Levitt argue that it is not only
difficult to measure school quality, but also that blacks and whites, when looking at
“traditional measures of school quality” did not seem to attend radically different
schools. It is worth quoting them at length:

The leading explanation for the worse trajectory of black students in our
sample is that they attend lower-quality schools… This result suggests that
differences in quality across schools attended by whites and blacks is likely to
be an important part of the story. Interestingly, along traditionally considered
dimensions of school quality (class size, teacher education, computer: student
ratio, and so on), blacks and whites attend schools that are similar. On a wide
range of nonstandard school inputs (including gang problems in school,
percentage of students on free lunch, amount of loitering in front of school by
nonstudents, amount of litter around the school, whether or not students need
hall passes, and PTA funding), blacks do appear to be attending much worse
schools even after controlling for individual characteristics.

Here Fryer and Levitt have conceptually brought neighborhood quality – and the
existence of concentrated poverty – into their definition of “school quality.”

Should we permit Fryer and Levitt to define “the percentage of students
eligible for free lunch, the degree of gang problems in school, the amount of loitering
in front of the school by non-students, and the amount of litter around the schools” as
“non-traditional” school inputs? Might we not more accurately characterize these
as neighborhood and social characteristics of impoverished urban neighborhoods with
which our schools must deal? Fryer and Levitt are after all, aware of the fact that their
data can be read to justify “the argument that systematic differences in the schools
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attended by white and black children may explain the divergence in test scores.”

But the larger point that Fryer and Levitt appear to make—though they do not explicitly state it—is that children who grow up in neighborhoods characterized by intense poverty and mass unemployment grow up in conditions that inhibit, on average, their educational performance. This is not just due to poverty’s effects on the family, but also the ways in which the social conditions of impoverished neighborhoods affect life both outside and inside schools. By understanding the presence of gangs, loitering, and litter as “non-traditional school factors,” Fryer and Levitt have brought the neighborhood into the school. Are they not saying that the school environment itself may be affected by having a student body overwhelming composed of students from impoverished families?

When Fryer and Levitt write that black students “attend lower-quality schools that are less well maintained and managed as indicated by signs of social discord,” their idea of “social discord” may well be a surrogate variable for the concentration of poverty characteristic of our urban centers. Their surrogate variable would thus speak to the reality that low-income African American children grow up in neighborhoods with much higher concentrated poverty than not only whites, but also Asian-Americans and even Latinos. In addition, given that black middle-class families tend to have less wealth than white middle-class families, as well as the presence of factors such as housing discrimination, black middle-class families are more likely to
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live in neighborhoods with low-income white neighbors than comparable middle-class white families.\textsuperscript{157}

Given the stress that education reformers put on our high-poverty, urban schools, it is worth noting some of the relevant data we have on how the concentration of poverty affects student outcomes. A 1996 study of 24,599 eighth-grade students found that, particularly for math and reading scores, the “SES of a school had an effect on achievement that was comparable to the effects associated with the SES of a family.”\textsuperscript{158} A study of low-income students in Montgomery County, Maryland finds evidence that low-income students perform better on math tests after moving to low-poverty schools.\textsuperscript{159} Similarly, a recent study of peer effects finds evidence that the academic achievement level of one’s classmates may impact one’s own achievement.\textsuperscript{160} A 1999 study of approximately 60,000 students in four Minnesota school districts concluded that “the degree to which poor children are surrounded by other poor children, both in their neighborhood and at school, has as strong an effect on their achievement as their own poverty.”\textsuperscript{161} Just as the peer-effect can have positive effects, it can have negative ones as well. Studies have found that students in high-poverty neighborhoods and schools are far more likely to drop out of

\begin{footnotesize}
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\end{footnotesize}
school than are poor students who live in economically mixed neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{162} The absence of class-based neighborhood and school integration in the United States may be important in explaining both the racial and class-based achievement gap.

The large number of schools whose student body comes disproportionately from impoverished families plays a major role in the crisis of the American school system. An October 2013 study from the Southern Education Foundation found increasing rates of concentrated poverty and deprivation: “The nation’s cities have the highest rates of low income students in public schools. Sixty percent of the public school children in America’s cities were in low-income households in 2011. In 38 of the 50 states, no less than half of all children attending public schools in cities… were low income.”\textsuperscript{163} According to the report, low-income children make up 83 percent of all children in Mississippi’s cities, 78 percent in New Jersey’s cities, 75 percent in Pennsylvania’s cities, and 73 percent in New York’s cities.\textsuperscript{164} Thomas Timar has noted that such concentrations of poverty are particularly harmful to education:

While manifestations of the achievement gap are to be found in rural, suburban, and urban areas, the evidence is rather compelling that the achievement gap is largely a problem of urban education… Black children are more likely to live in conditions of concentrated poverty… Child poverty rose in nearly every city from 1970-1990… [and] urban students are more than twice as likely to attend high-poverty schools… In 1990, the child


\textsuperscript{164} Suitts, “Research Report Update: A New Majority Low Income Students in the South and Nation.”
poverty rate for the United States as a whole was 18 percent. For the ten worst cities it was between 40 and 58 percent.”

A 2008 study by sociologists Robert Sampson, Patrick Sharkey, and Steven Raudenbush concluded that growing up in a neighborhood of concentrated disadvantage has the same effect on a five-year-old’s verbal ability as missing an entire year of school. Interestingly, their findings compared the consequences of being raised in Chicago's best-off and worst-off African-American neighborhoods; they made no comparison with predominantly white neighborhoods, since no white neighborhood was remotely comparable to the worst-off parts of the city’s South Side.

V. Who Is Failing What?

Given the racial and class stratification of America it is overly simplistic to term our urban schools as “failing” their students. Crucially, the way we have conceptualized evaluation of schools in No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top is inherently biased against schools serving disadvantaged schools. Educational sociologist Douglas Downey has argued that No Child Left Behind blames schools for “non-school factors”—factors that are out of a school’s control such as what happens to students’ skills over the lengthy summer break from school.

No Child Left Behind evaluates schools based on whether or not they are bringing children up to “proficiency.” Under No Child Left Behind schools and
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districts were required to show “adequate yearly progress” toward their statewide objectives—that is, they must demonstrate (through their test scores) that they are on course to reach one hundred percent proficiency for all socio-economic groups of students within twelve years. The states themselves determine student proficiency level, as well as adequate rates of progress for each group. But such measures of “proficiency” (unless states make such standards artificially low) ignore the fact that students enter schools with great inequalities in educational readiness.

Downey’s findings show that many “failing” schools actually succeed in increasing students’ basic academic skills significantly from September to June. But those skills deteriorate over the summer much more for poor students than they do for students from more affluent families. When schools are evaluated with respect to achievement on test scores from June to June, schools serving disadvantaged students are disproportionately likely to be labeled as “failing.” Yet only 25 percent of schools failing in terms of their June-June “achievement” scores were failing when graded by Downey on their September-June “impact.” Furthermore Downey finds that the correlation between school “impact” (September-June test comparisons) and the location of the school or the class or racial composition of the student body is less strong than it appears when we use No Child Left Behind June-June measurements of schools’ success.

The pattern Downey outlines suggests that No Child Left Behind discriminates against schools serving disadvantaged students (who enter school already behind their middle-class peers), and that many of our schools deemed “failing” actually have at least considerable positive “impact” on their students’
learning rates. Given this reality, these students are not being failed by the schools, but rather by the social circumstances in which they are raised, and the lack of public policy efforts to provide urban renewal, anti-poverty programs, comprehensive preschool, as well as enriching after-school and summer programs.

Race to the Top has attempted to avoid around some of the problems of No Child Left Behind by implementing “value-added” measurements of teacher performance. As Jim Horn and Denise Wilburn, authors of *The Mismeasure of Education*, write:

> Value-added assessment uses sophisticated statistical manipulations of achievement test scores that allow states to get credit for children making their expected growth based on past academic performance even if they did not achieve grade level proficiency. For example, if a fourth-grade child operating at a second-grade reading level made nine months of academic growth in reading, but did not reach the fourth grade reading achievement benchmark, value-added assessment still credits the teacher, school and district with making adequate progress with this child.\(^\text{168}\)

But this may not be the silver-bullet, either; many critics continue to worry that these value-added measurements cannot separate teachers’ impact from other factors, and that schools that cater to low-income students will continue to be punished for their inability to overcome “out of school factors.”\(^\text{169}\) Value-added measurements remain
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imperfect and still fail to account for the “summer setback” that poor students experience.\textsuperscript{170}

Americans have unrealistic views about what schools can do to overcome the effects that poverty has on both student and school performance. So much so that education reform advocates fail to recognize that many of our inner city schools are already working overtime to improve students’ educational performance. We should remember that the effect of schools during their nine-month period of instruction actually lessens the achievement gap between affluent and lower income students. Yet schools cannot do enough in nine months to overcome the inequalities that they inherit at the start of a child’s educational experience and that are exacerbated over the summer months.

\textbf{VI. Going Beyond Internal School Reform: Social Policy Aimed At Equal Opportunity}

The research outlined in this chapter strongly suggests that social class, poverty, and neighborhood composition affect educational performance and that lower income children perform best when in integrated schools with a large proportion of middle-income students. Yet the reformers do not promote the integration of schools and neighborhoods by race and class. Nor do reformers discuss the need for expanding anti-poverty programs, and financing such programs through progressive taxation on income and wealth, coupled with cuts to the defense budget.

A serious reform effort aimed at achieving equality of opportunity in schools across the divide of race and class is best viewed as a two-pronged process: the politically costly (perhaps infeasible) effort to integrate schools by socio-economic status; and the economically costly effort to “scale-up” projects such as Geoffrey Canada’s Harlem Children Zone, which provides children and families living within a certain area of Central Harlem comprehensive social and health services through a cradle-to-college-or-career pipeline. Canada’s Children’s Zone has the resources to offer amazing facilities and services to those who enroll in its charter schools. In October 2010, according to an article in *The New York Times*, the Harlem Children Zone had $200 million in the bank, and some billionaires on the board, so the school can afford to help children in ways that public schools cannot.\footnote{Sharon Otterman, “Lauded Harlem Schools Have Their Own Problems,” *The New York Times*, October 12, 2010, accessed April 6, 2014, http://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/13/education/13harlem.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0.} Scaling up such projects to meet the needs of students living in poor neighborhoods across the nation would entail a massive increase in federal, state and local funding on education.

To the extent that integration is off the immediate political agenda, education reformers could still focus their efforts on creating “round-the-year and round-the-clock” schools as community centers that would create for lower income children the extra-curricular experiences that enhance the learning potential of middle class children. Such schools could provide much of the educational and cultural capital that youth from disadvantaged communities often do not receive at home, as well as the social services and health care services denied poor and working class children. Certainly, improvement of teacher quality in our worst schools and curriculum redesign are desirable reforms, but a focus on internal school reform alone is
insufficient. To create equality of opportunity, school improvement efforts must be combined with policies focused on early childhood, after-school, and summer experiences, when the disparate class influences of families and communities are most powerful. Without such enriching pre-school, after school, and summer programs, holding schools accountable for not bringing their students up to proficiency is an ill-informed, if not hypocritical demand.

The most effective public educational investment that could help to redress the gap in educational readiness that exists on lines of race and class would be in high-quality early childhood programs, particularly in low-income communities. The quality of early childhood programs is as important as the existence of such programs themselves. After-school and summer experiences for lower-class children, similar in quality to the programs middle-class children usually experience, would also be needed to narrow the achievement gap. The advantage that middle-class children gain after school and in summer comes from the social skills and self-confidence they acquire from organized group activities. Through summer enrichment programs, affluent students gain an awareness of the world outside their immediate communities through organized athletics, dance, drama, museum visits, and recreational reading. All these “extra-curricular” activities develop inquisitiveness, creativity, self-discipline, and organizational skills in the students who participate in them.

Reformers have to admit that scaling up such projects would entail a major commitment of federal, state and local financial resources. Thus far, socially conscious reformers like Geoffrey Canada have not called for public funding of “schools as community centers” on a national scale. Canada correctly claims that the Harlem Children Zone model, while not cheap, is worth the investment given what we spend on incarcerating youth and what we would gain from these children becoming full-time workers. But, curiously, rather than speaking openly about how much his project will cost if scaled to a national level, and what we need to do in regards to tax and budgetary policy in order to finance it, Canada has been a proponent of “trimming entitlements” such as Social Security, Medicaid, and Medicare, and has not called for raising taxes on corporations and the affluent. In 2013 he co-authored an opinion piece in *Wall Street Journal*, along with Stanley Druckenmiller and Kevin Warsh:

One of us is a Democrat; one, an independent; another, a Republican. Yet, together, we recognize several hard truths: Government spending levels are unsustainable. Higher taxes, however advisable or not, fail to come close to solving the problem. Discretionary spending must be reduced but without harming the safety net for our most vulnerable, or sacrificing future growth (e.g., research and education). Defense and homeland security spending should not be immune to reductions. Most consequentially, the growth in spending on entitlement programs—Social Security, Medicaid and Medicare—must be curbed… Coming out of the most recent elections, no consensus emerged either to reform the welfare state or to pay for it. And too many politicians appear unwilling to level with Americans about the challenges and choices confronting the United States. The failure to be forthright on fiscal policy is doing grievous harm to the country's long-term growth prospects. And the greatest casualties will be young Americans of all stripes who want—and need—an opportunity to succeed.173

The notion that raising taxes on the rich and cuts to defense would not make a dent in our accumulated federal debt is representative of the broader bipartisan consensus that we do not have the money to solve all of society’s social ills. The Congressional Progressive Caucus’s (CPC) fiscal year 2013 proposal entitled the “Budget For All” proves this wrong. The CPC’s budget creates a fair tax code, ends spending on the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and cuts other wasteful defense spending; it preserves funding for anti-poverty programs and engages in approximately $300 billion in annual investments in alternative energy, education, infrastructure and transportation. On top of that, it achieves a $6.8 trillion in deficit reduction and attains the same debt-to-GDP ratio as the Republican budget.174

By contrast, proposing to make Social Security a means-tested program and raising eligibility would undercut the universality of Social Security and lead more affluent taxpayers to resent paying dedicated taxes for rather meager benefits, which could leave the program vulnerable to even further cuts in the future. Obviously this is not Canada’s intention, but given the narrow focus of the education reform movement, it is not surprising that Canada has not proven willing to demand that the super-rich and corporations pay their fair share in taxes to fund quality public services. To do so, Canada would have to break ranks with the same members of “the one percent” that makes up his donor base. Such a transformation of tax and budgetary priorities are imperative if both seniors and children are to benefit from robust public financing of the social rights to both old age income assistance and well-funded pre-school and K-12 public education.

Of course, Canada must be understood as a strategic political actor looking for money to fund his particular cause. While his political position may be more astute than that of the “No Excuses” breed of education reformers (Canada openly calls for alleviating child poverty), tackling poverty and inequality will ultimately require a more equitable distribution of wealth and power. To make such a vision reality we will need to build a politics that goes beyond Canada’s calls for fiscal belt-tightening. This will be discussed more in Chapter Four as we examine the relationship between inequality and equality of opportunity.

Ultimately, schooling alone, absent efforts both to lessen socio-economic inequality and to invest resources in schools as “round the clock” community centers, is likely to reproduce in students (on average) the social and educational capital of their parents. Yet despite this evidence, we have become obsessed with those relatively rare inner city schools, particularly successful charter schools, and teaching techniques that purportedly “beat” the demographic odds. Charter schools, on average, do not outperform traditional urban public schools and the allegedly most successful charters too often “cream” students, by indirectly selecting students with more involved parents (because parents have to make a conscious effort to get their child into a “good” charter school and have to sign pledges to help their children with work).¹⁷⁵ In addition, the average urban teacher either leaves the district or the profession after less than five years of service. Thus, professionalizing teaching and

enhancing its social status and remuneration would do more to enhance teacher performance than would hiring overworked, underpaid, inexperienced charter teachers.\textsuperscript{176}

Education reform efforts that fail to address poverty, as well as the persistent socio-economic and racial segregation of American society, will likely result in insubstantial and tenuous gains in low-income student performance. This is not to argue that all achievement inequalities are direct reflections of the socio-economic status of children and that we do not need to reform our public system of education. Obviously if we want schools to be arenas for enhanced social mobility, policy-makers will have to focus on providing our least advantaged students with the benefits of attending schools with the best, most experienced teachers and the best endowed educational resources. But the “magic bullet” education reforms of charterization and merit pay are currently displacing in public discourse the ever-more necessary—and yet largely absent—efforts to redress the systemic effects that poverty and inequality have on low-income student performance.

The notion that we can hold our schools accountable and responsible for the success of our least-advantaged members is a peculiarly American idea that (rather idealistically) views schools to be engines of upward mobility rather than (partially) reproducers of class inequality. Today, in cities like New York, Philadelphia and Chicago, we are beginning to witness the joint mobilization of teachers and inner city parents to demand not only greater funding of public schools, but also efforts to raise

wages and increase affordable urban housing. These nascent movements recognize that only through massive public investments can we ensure that, as education reformer Geoffrey Canada likes to put it, all poor kids receive the same social and cultural opportunities that their middle- and upper-middle class children experience. Given the influence of social class and out-of-school experience on educational performance, those who desire to achieve greater equality of opportunity in schooling must tackle the structural inequalities that students face outside of the school.

The inability to recognize the social responsibility to alleviate inequality and poverty itself stems, in part, from the myth that poverty and inequality are the result of low educational attainment and individual lack of effort. This line of thought will be examined in Chapter Three.
Chapter 3: The Cure-All: Education as the Solution to Inequality and Unemployment

I. Explaining Inequality and Unemployment Through Educational Attainment

In the previous chapter I offered an alternative understanding of poverty to that articulated by education reformers, and problematized their claim that internal school reforms can restore equality of opportunity. In this chapter, I challenge the claim, put forward by both politicians and education reform advocates, that increased inequality, low-wage work, unemployment, and underemployment result from a crisis in education. Education reformers such as Geoffrey Canada and Michelle Rhee prefer to present themselves as advocates for the poor, and tend to justify their proposals on the grounds that they promote equality of opportunity. But they also implicitly suggest that education reform can by itself raise wages, reduce inequality, and increase employment. Without education reform, they argue, disadvantaged children will be relegated to future poverty because they will not graduate from high school and they certainly will not graduate from college. According to this logic, absent improvements in education, students will not attain the skills necessary to succeed in the high-tech, knowledge-based, 21st-century economy. While this logic may be implicit in the speeches and interviews of education reformers, politicians employ the concept explicitly all the time as they propose education reform to combat inequality, unemployment, and underemployment. The academic theories that I will explicate in this chapter are erudite, but they are central to informing the ideological consensus that education is the key to promoting not only a better life for individuals, but a better, more equal, and globally competitive United States.
Many education reform advocates claim that the rise in inequality over the past 40 years has been caused by either technological change or technological change coupled with our societal failure to increase the number of students graduating from high school and completing college. They also contend that a gap between the skills that workers have and the skills that employers need (the “skills gap” or “skills mismatch”) has produced continued, structural unemployment. This chapter develops a three-part argument: 1) that the education reform movement relies heavily on “skill biased technological change” (SBTC) and the “skills gap” thesis; 2) that a consensus does not exist among scholars as to the validity of SBTC and the skills gap thesis; and 3) that even if the theories explain part of the increase in inequality and unemployment in recent decades, they fail to capture other important causes. These education-driven explanations distract us from considering other programs necessary to reduce inequality and unemployment, and fail to consider the social wellbeing of those who do not complete college or who find themselves in “low-skilled” work. We must tackle the root causes of inequality, poverty, and the contemporary jobs crisis, and not allow the education discourse to distract us from doing so.

II. Nervous About A High Tech Future: The Call for Education Reform

Both politicians and reformers employ the notion of “skill-biased technological change” when articulating the urgent need for education reform. In 2007, President George W. Bush, in an address to the Wall Street financial community, acknowledged the reality of growing income inequality: “The fact is that income inequality is real – it's been rising for more than 25 years… The reason is clear: We have an economy that increasingly rewards education and skills because of
that education.”\textsuperscript{177} In the concluding paragraph of their 2012 “Manifesto” in the
Washington Post, then New York and D.C. school chancellors Joel Klein and
Michelle Rhee joined other prominent members of the educational reform community
in arguing that, “Until we fix our schools, we will never fix the nation’s broader
economic problems. Until we fix our schools, the gap between the haves and the
have-nots will only grow wider and the United States will fall further behind the rest
of the industrialized world in education, rendering the American dream a distant,
elusive memory.”\textsuperscript{178} In these quotes, politicians and reform advocates employ the
familiar notion that an education is the way to climb the socio-economic ladder and
that the difference between the “haves” and the “have-nots” is a matter of their
educational attainment.

The Obama administration’s “Race to the Top” education initiative draws
upon this ideology, which might be summarized as “educate and train our young and
the good jobs will come.” President Obama has claimed that “In a 21\textsuperscript{st}-century
economy where the most valuable skill you can sell is your knowledge, education is
the single best bet we can make – not just for our individual success, but for the
success of the nation as a whole.”\textsuperscript{179} Arne Duncan, Secretary of Education for
President Obama, speaking at a conference, “From Classroom to Career: Investing in
Tomorrow’s Workforce,” made clear that his department is central to any solutions to

\textsuperscript{177} As cited in Michael Abramowitz and Lori Montgomery, “Bush Addresses Income Inequality,” The
dyn/content/article/2007/01/31/AR2007013100879.html.
\textsuperscript{178} Joel Klein, \textit{et al.}, “How to Fix Our Schools: A Manifesto by Joel Klein, Michelle Rhee and Other
\textsuperscript{179} Barack Obama, “Remarks By the President on Job Creation and Job Training” (speech, Washington
D.C., May 8, 2009), The White House, accessed March 30, 2014,
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/Remarks-by-the-President-on-Job-Creation-and-Job-
Training-5/8/09/.
unemployment: “I’m more and more convinced that the skills crisis is a huge part of unemployment. I can’t tell you how many [companies] I’ve met with, and the President has met with, who have said, ‘We’re trying to hire right now, we’re not trying to export jobs and we can’t find the employees with the skills that we need’.”

A wide and bipartisan group of mainstream politicians employ such statements. “Businesses cannot find workers with the right skills,” says Democratic Senator Dick Durbin, and Republican Senator Rob Portman echoes: “Let’s close the skills gap and get Americans working again.” Tea Party darling Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) argues that the “fundamental obstacle to economic progress is the skills gap that exists in our nation. The fact of the matter is that millions of our people do not have the skills that they need for the 21st century.”

These bipartisan politicians and education reformers believe that both rising inequality and jobless rates are due to the increasing rewards going to highly educated or highly skilled workers. To fully assess these political claims we must delve deeper into the theories of “skill biased technological change” and the “skills gap” thesis.

i. The “Race Between Education and Technology”

Skills-biased technological change gained near canonical status among mainstream economists during the late 1990s and early 2000s, culminating in widespread praise for Harvard professors Lawrence Katz and Claudia Goldin’s
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monograph *The Race Between Technology and Education*. David Autor, Lawrence Katz, and Melissa S. Kearney explain the concept as follows: “Skill-biased technological change refers to any introduction of a new technology, change in production methods, or change in the organization of work that increases the demand for more-skilled labor relative to less-skilled labor at fixed relative wages.”

Skills-biased technological change posits that because educational attainment has not advanced commensurately with the increasing demand for highly skilled jobs, relative returns to skilled labor have increased. This slowdown is empirically true: the percentage of Americans under 30 with college degrees has largely stagnated since 1975, whereas the rate of college graduation accelerated rapidly between 1945-1975. The average person born in 1945 received two more years of schooling than his parents, while the average person born in 1975 received only half a year more of schooling than his parents. As journalist Timothy Noah pointed out in *Slate Magazine*:

> Throughout the first three-quarters of the 20th century a growing supply of better-educated workers met the demand created by new technologies… With the passing of each decade, the average 24-year-old had close to one additional year of schooling. These gains virtually halted starting with 1976’s cohort of 24-year-olds. Educational attainment started growing again in the 1990s, but at a much slower rate.
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Thus the obsession over sending more youth to college derives from an academic worry that earnings inequality is the result of an increasing “college premium” – one that we can counteract by increasing the college graduation rate among present and future generational cohorts.

In response to criticisms of this “canonical” model of SBTC, David Autor, Daron Acemoglu, David Dorn, and other economists began developing what has come to be known as the “job tasks” or the “polarization” thesis. As Lawrence Mishel, Heidi Shierholz, and John Schmitt wrote in an Economic Policy Institute (EPI) report: “a new technology-based explanation (formally called the “tasks framework”) focused on computerization’s impact on occupational employment trends and the resulting ‘job polarization’: the claim that occupational employment grew relatively strongly at the top and bottom of the wage scale but eroded in the middle”186 Yet this seeming admission that the future economy would generate fewer “middle class” jobs did not alter the emphasis on schooling. Acemoglu and Autor conclude their article on the new job polarization framework with a plea for more education:

The United States must strive to improve the efficacy and efficiency of K–12 and pre-K education to provide the bulk of the workforce the skills needed to prosper in a rapidly changing environment. Whether or not this is essential for economic growth, it is indispensable for ensuring a more equitable distribution of (pretax) incomes and, arguably, a well-functioning democracy.187

David Autor made a similar call in his 2010 report for the liberal think tank The Center for American Progress: “Rising demand for highly educated workers, combined with lagging supply, is contributing to higher levels of earnings inequality.” He then opines that:

Encouraging more young adults to obtain higher education would have multiple benefits. Many jobs are being created that demand college-educated workers, so this will boost incomes. Additionally, an increased supply of college graduates should eventually help to drive down the college wage premium and limit the rise in inequality… The United States should foster improvements in K-12 education so that more people will be prepared to go on to higher education. Indeed, one potential explanation for the lagging college attainment of males is that K-12 education is not adequately preparing enough men to see that as a realistic option.\(^\text{188}\)

Thus both SBTC and “jobs polarization” analyses prescribe more and better education.

In a *New York Times* piece describing their most recent work, David Autor and David Dorn do temper their emphasis on education:

[Education] is far from a comprehensive solution to our labor market problems. Not all high school graduates — let alone displaced mid- and late-career workers — are academically or temperamentally prepared to pursue a four-year college degree. Only 40 percent of Americans enroll in a four-year college after graduating from high school, and more than 30 percent of those who enroll do not complete the degree within eight years.\(^\text{189}\)

They do not offer any other comprehensive solutions to inequality besides attempting to train more workers to fit the “middle-education, middle-wage jobs [that] are not slated to disappear completely,” jobs that “will combine routine technical tasks with

abstract and manual tasks in which workers have a comparative advantage —
interpersonal interaction, adaptability and problem-solving."^{190} While they claim that
we need to train individuals to fit those middle-skill jobs that remain, they ultimately
seem to suggest that technology will alter the labor market and that education cannot
win the race (due to the fact that some individuals “are [not] academically or
temperamentally prepared to pursue a four-year college degree”). Autor and Dorn’s
position here joins them with conservative economist Tyler Cowen, whose book
*Average Is Over* argues that technological change has brought on a new “hyper-
meritocracy” in which those top 10-15 percent who couple their skills with
 technological change will win in increasingly grandiose fashion, while the rest of
society loses.^{191}

These economists seem to believe one of two things: 1) that inequality is a
byproduct of education not keeping up with technology and thus can be combated by
proper reform to our educational system; or 2) that technology has eliminated so
many good, middle-class jobs that increased inequality is inevitable. David Autor
articulated the latter position in an interview with Dylan Matthews of the *Washington
Post*, arguing that Lawrence Mishel’s criticism of Autor’s work had a political
impetus: “People in that group hate technical change as an explanation of anything.
My opinion about why they hate it that much is that it’s not amenable to policy. All
these other things you can say, Congress can change this or that. You can’t say
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Congress could reshape the trajectory of technological change.192 By the logic of this second position, some education may help alleviate inequality, but inequality is largely here to stay. In both analyses, any consideration of other policies to lessen inequality is entirely missing.

ii. Education and Un(der)employment: The Skills Gap Thesis

Many economists, politicians, and reformers will refer to a “skills mismatch” or a “skills gap,” which is analytically different from skill-biased technological change but also leads to prescriptive calls for better education and training. The skills gap refers to the situation in which employers cannot find employees with the right set of skills or education, leading to “structural” unemployment. As Arne Duncan noted in an October 2012 speech:

> With more than 3 million unfilled jobs in this country, [Americans] understand that we have a skills gap that can only be closed if America does a better job training and preparing people for work. Whether it is a two- or four-year college, trade, technical or vocational training – some form of learning beyond high school must be the goal of every student.193

This explanation for unemployment has been prevalent in the mass media throughout the Great Recession but was also used on-and-off throughout the 1990s and 2000s.194

The notion is revived every so often when business groups release reports expressing their discontent that they cannot find the workers they desire.195 The
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mainstream press commonly quotes business leaders as to why hiring continues to lag. Consider an April 2013 *Forbes* article, in which Dennis Yang, president and COO of Udemy cited a recent report: “Employers report frustration at not finding skilled workers; and, according to the Manpower Growth 2012 Talent Shortage Survey, 49 percent of employers struggle to fill jobs. Jobs wait to be filled – current job seekers just lack the right skills.” Or in March 2011, General Electric CEO Jeff Immelt and American Express CEO Ken Chenault wrote on the op-ed pages of *The Wall Street Journal* that “There are more than two million open jobs in the U.S., in part because employers can't find workers with the advanced manufacturing skills they need.”

While there is a slight distinction between the skills gap thesis and SBTC, they often become mixed together in the explanation many center-right politicians give for the persistent problems of the U.S. labor market. The terms have somewhat different causal foci: generally when economists refer to SBTC they are attempting to explain rising income inequality or the disappearance of good, middle class jobs; the skills gap, on the other hand, manifests itself in policy discussions that seek to explain high unemployment as being primarily structural in nature. But their policy implications are incredibly similar. In his article on the skills gap in Wisconsin Marc Levine noted that “a central premise of skills gap arguments since the 1980s has been that technical requirements of ‘21st century jobs’ are outstripping qualifications of
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existing workforce, and this gap will widen considerably in the future.”¹⁹⁸ In this sense the skills gap thesis shares SBTC’s focus on a large number of workers being under-qualified for today’s labor market. Lawrence Mishel, head of the liberal-left Economic Policy Institute, whose research challenges both the SBTC and the skills gap thesis, notes that in our current political debate “education is said to be the cure both for unemployment and income inequality.”¹⁹⁹ As Mishel noted in a recent EPI publication: “Delivering the appropriate education and training to workers becomes the primary if not sole policy challenge if we hope to restore full employment in the short and medium term and if we expect to prevent a (further) loss of competitiveness and a further rise in wage and income inequality in the longer term.”²⁰⁰ Among the moderate Democratic and Republican elites that back the educational reform movement, education not only becomes the answer to our long-term inequality problem, it also addresses our short-term unemployment problem. These academic analyses contribute to the widespread belief that we must prepare American workers for an ever-shifting labor market in which only the highly-educated and trained will attain a decent standard of living.

III. The Alternatives to Education-Driven Analysis

i. Questioning Skill Biased Technological Change

Not all public policy analysts agree that SBTC played a predominant role in increasing income inequality. In their best-selling Winner Take-All Politics, political

scientists Jacob Hacker and Paul Pierson argue that SBTC and the broader discourse around educational attainment’s relationship to earnings advances a false explanation of the rise in inequality. The “un-skilled” versus “skilled” or “educated” versus “non-educated” portrays a society in which the college educated population has seen a major increase in their standard of living over the past 30 years, while those who are less skilled have not.201 In reality, however, inequality has been driven by the massive divergence between the income and wealth of the top few percent of families and the rest of society.202 Thus SBTC cannot explain how the income share captured by the top one percent rose from 9.9 percent in 1979 to 23.5 percent in 2007.203 The “superstar” economy and the exceptional rise of inequality in the United States from the late 1970s onwards cannot be explained by SBTC or by a decline in educational attainment.204 Ultimately, they argue, the “winner-take-all economy” derives from the massive increase in the political power of the most affluent and the influence of this class on public policy: “Government has enormous power to affect the distribution of ‘market income,’ that is, earnings before government taxes and benefits take effect. Think about laws governing unions; the minimum wage; regulations of corporate governance; rules for financial markets, including the management of risk for high-
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204 Hacker and Pierson, Winner-Take-All, 44. Hacker and Pierson write: “The return to schooling—and especially to a college degree—has risen. But, as we’ve seen, rising American inequality is not mainly about the gap between the college-educated and the rest, or indeed about educational gaps in general. It is about the pulling away of the very top. Those at the top are often highly educated, yes, but so, too, are those just below them who have been left increasingly behind. I think you need some data here.”
stakes economic ventures; and so on.”

Hacker and Pierson’s argument is part of a slew of criticisms of the SBTC framework. From the first mention of SBTC, left economists such as David Howell, James K. Galbraith, Lawrence Mishel, as well as more mainstream economists including David Card, John DiNardo, Alan Manning, and others have presented strong critiques of the SBTC thesis. Economists David Card and John DiNardo were among the first to point out that while technological progress continued to advance in the 1990s and 2000s, the growth in inequality during this period was mostly caused by the rapid rise in incomes at the very top of the distribution scale, rather than in the middle-to-upper middle class income ranges where one would have expected SBTC to have the greatest impact.

These economists also challenge the claim that educational increases have failed to keep pace with labor market demand. Lawrence Mishel, John Schmitt, and Heidi Shierholz argue in an EPI publication that educational attainment levels played little role in the origins of labor market polarization. While they agree that technology has altered the labor market – noting an increasing trend towards more white-collar and less blue- and pink-collar work for many decades – they do not agree
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that education has been unable to meet the increase in demand for skilled workers:

These changes in the occupational structure are primarily technology-driven and have increased the skills and education employers seek in the labor market, which, in turn, necessitates an educational upgrading of the workforce. This is what Claudia Goldin and Lawrence Katz refer to as the “race between technology and skills.” We believe there has been such a race, that technology has had a major effect, but also that the education and skills have greatly improved and satisfied that increased demand.208

Referring to the alleged “skill premium,” Mishel and his colleagues note that “in the race between skills and technology since 1979 there has been roughly a tie. This has especially been the case since 1995, after which the college premium has barely grown.” And in the past ten years, real wages have been flat or falling for the majority of college graduates, across nearly every occupational group.209 Their data show that “jobs at every education and skill level have not seen appropriate wage growth [over the past 30-40 years].” Similarly, in response to Acemoglu, Autor, and Dorn’s new “polarization” framework, which claims that technological change has eliminated “middle-skill” jobs that used to pay a good wage but that can now be easily automated, Mishel and his team point out that “such ‘middling occupations’ have been declining throughout the entire period covered by their data, 1959–2007, which includes periods when wage inequality was stable as well as ones when wage inequality was growing.”210

Instead of putting the blame for rising inequality on SBTC, Mishel, Schmitt, and Shierholz point to a combination of political and economic policy factors similar
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to those proposed by Hacker and Pierson. They argue that growing income inequality has largely been driven by changes in macroeconomic policies (fiscal, exchange rate, and monetary policies that affect unemployment and trade) and trade policy, as well as the increasing financialization of the economy.211 They also contend that policies that promoted decreases in union density, a decline in the real value of the minimum wage, and deregulation of the financial industry have contributed to the rise in inequality.212 Thus, according to those who favor a political explanation for rising inequality as an alternative to the SBTC thesis, it is not that technological change has caused a disproportionate increase in demand for “highly skilled workers.” Rather, they argue, workers with less than a college degree are more likely to be affected by the decline in the minimum wage, increased competition from international trade, and the declining power of unions. They go on to claim that the same policies that caused a lack of wage growth for those workers are now affecting more middle-strata workers.

Obviously not everyone who sees a role for SBTC in engendering growing inequality deems it the only relevant factor. Timothy Noah, who contends that a decline in the rate of growth in educational attainment has significantly contributed to rising income inequality, put together a “crude composite of [his] discussions with and reading of the various economists and political scientists” and argued that education is responsible for 30 percent of rising income inequality. By contrast the decline of labor is responsible for 20 percent, tax policy is responsible for 5 percent,
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trade is responsible for 10 percent, and Wall Street and corporate boards’ pampering of the rich is responsible for 30 percent. Thus, Noah claims an important, though not singularly important role, for skill biased technological change in the rise in inequality. Joseph Stiglitz makes a similar argument, and argues that we need a multifaceted response to inequality, going beyond calls for increases in educational attainment: “There is a growing consensus among economists that it is hard to parse out cleanly and precisely the roles of different forces [in causing inequality]… Each of the factors that have contributed to inequality has to be addressed.”

Still, many of the economists we have already discussed emphasize SBTC and declining rates of educational attainment as the primary or predominant cause of growing earnings inequality. Just a glimpse at the writing of Goldin and Katz, authors of the canonical SBTC volume *The Race Between Education and Technology*, illustrate the polarization in the causes of inequality debate: “The rise and decline of unions plays a supporting role in the story [of wage inequality], as do immigration and outsourcing. But not much of a role. Stripped to essentials, the ebb and flow of wage inequality is all about education and technology.”

The dissenters to SBTC not only reject this causal narrative, but also hold that the SBTC narrative itself allows policy-makers to argue that there are few policy tools that can redress inequality, other than increasing the educational attainment of our workforce. Hacker and Pierson, as well as Mishel and his colleagues argue that skill biased technological change is only a small part of the story and that SBTC
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distracts policy makers and politicians from focusing on other, more preventable, causes of growing economic inequality. Mishel argues that the notion that education is responsible for growing inequality is not only simplistic, it is politically popular: “[This analysis] identifies ‘failing’ schools and dumb workers for the economic calamity actually caused by a deregulated financial sector following a massive redistribution of income and wealth.”

Those who reject the SBTC argue that educational reform and training alone cannot redress growing inequality; rather, American politics has to address the proliferation of non-unionized, low-wage jobs, and the growing ability of the rich to deregulate the credit and banking system and to decrease the rate of taxation on high pre-tax incomes.

**ii. The Skills Gap Thesis: Similar, But Even Less Applicable**

The skills gap thesis rests on even shakier ground than does the SBTC argument; most macroeconomists agree that current high unemployment rates, particularly among the young, are largely caused by “cyclical” and not “structural” factors; that is, mass unemployment is a problem of deficient “aggregate demand.”

As Dean Baker and other critics of the skills gap thesis note, if skills-based structural unemployment is the issue, then we should note some major sector(s) of the economy where the number of job openings is greater than the number of available workers.
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However, as Baker notes, in every sector, the number of unemployed drastically exceeded the number of job openings.\textsuperscript{217} The skills requirements of American industry did not suddenly change between 2007-09, somehow eliminating the employability of 8.8 million Americans, across all industries, and creating a new demand for highly skilled Americans.\textsuperscript{218}

Heidi Shierholz published a January 2014 study with EPI that looked for any indication that persistent unemployment and “missing workers” could be the result of a skills mismatch. Looking at job openings, hours worked by American workers, and wage trends, she found “no evidence of skills shortages as a major cause of today’s elevated unemployment.”\textsuperscript{219} Instead, “The evidence on wages, hours, job openings, and unemployment across demographic groups, industries, and occupations, all confirm broad-based weakened demand for workers.”\textsuperscript{220} She notes that competing claims about structural shifts in such as a “housing lock” (people cannot relocate to find new work) or unemployment insurance extensions (people are unwilling to take work and thus lose unemployment insurance) that have kept individuals out of the job market are simply not supported by the evidence.\textsuperscript{221}

Contrary evidence actually suggests that the economy is not generating a sufficient number of jobs that demand the skills of the college educated. As Marc Levine points out, among low-skilled occupations such as retail salespersons, waiters and waitresses, amusement and recreation attendants, and bartenders, between 15-25
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percent of all employees held B.A. degrees or more. \(^{222}\) The college-educated share of employment in these occupations has grown significantly since 1970. In 1970, fewer than 5 percent of retail salespersons had a college degree; by 2010, the share had jumped to 25 percent. And in 1970 only 1 percent of taxi drivers were college graduates, but by 2010 more than 15 percent were. \(^{223}\) The research of Richard Vedder, Christopher Denhart, and Jonathan Robe tells us a very different story from the one we hear in popular discourse: “The proportion of college graduates has grown faster than the demand for high-skilled jobs. Employers previously would not dream of explicitly or implicitly requiring a college degree for a bartender’s job, but they now have the luxury of imposing that requirement. The vast increase in the supply of college graduates has created a demand for them that has nothing to do with the technical proficiencies for the job acquired in college.” \(^{224}\) The increasing underemployment of college graduates should lead us to recognize that our problem is not a skills deficit but a shortage of “good jobs.”

In response to this argument some will argue that “highly-educated” and “highly-skilled” are two different things. That is, we commonly hear that underemployed retail salespersons are in low-wage work because they made the egregious error of studying art history rather than biology or engineering. Indeed, the notion that we face a shortage of STEM-trained workers (STEM stands for “Science, Technology, Mathematics, and Engineering”) is very much related to SBTC and
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skills gap explanations of inequality and unemployment. Much like the skills gap, the
STEM-shortage seems to be more myth than reality. In a summary of the relevant
research in the *Columbia Journalism Review* Beryl Lieff Benderly noted that there
exists "a genuine shortage not of homegrown scientists but of viable career
opportunities for those scientists."225 One of the most comprehensive studies that
Benderly cites is by B. Lindsay Lowell, Director of Policy Studies at Georgetown
University, and Hal Salzman, Professor of Planning and Public Policy at Rutgers
University; their 2007 article shows that the “available evidence indicates an ample
supply of students whose preparation and performance has been increasing over the
past decades. We are concerned that the consensus prescriptions [encouraging more
math and science education] are based on some misperceptions about efficient
strategies for economic and social prosperity.”226 Broadly speaking, Lowell and
Salzman agree that the obsession over the purported STEM-shortage results from an
ideological belief that the only way to restore shared prosperity to American workers
is for American workers to acquire the proper education and skills.

If the skills gap and the STEM-shortage analyses are so inadequate, why do
employers continue to claim that they cannot find qualified workers? Peter Capelli,
author of *Why Good People Can't Get Jobs: The Skills Gap and What Companies
Can Do About It*, offers a non-conspiratorial thesis.227 Employers have shifted away
from training employees and increasingly demand workers with experience. As
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Capelli noted in an interview, “When they rank the issues they say are important, academic skills are way, way down near the bottom. What they do complain about is work experience. They want someone who has done this exact job before and doesn’t need training.” And, indeed, a 2012 Accenture survey found that only 21 percent of employees said they had acquired new skills through company-provided training over the past five years.\(^{228}\) By contrast, employee training was commonplace in the 1970s, Cappelli argues. As businesses become more cost conscious, they shed training: thirty-eight percent of companies said they cross-train employees to develop skills not directly related to their job, according to a recent survey by the Society for Human Resource Management—down from 43 percent in 2011 and 55 percent in 2008.\(^{229}\) In addition, companies have shifted money away from Human Resource departments and begun using computer algorithms to make hiring decisions. These programs, while cheaper in the short term, do not judge what resumes and applications indicate about an applicants’ combination of abilities, education, or experience, but search for keywords and reject as unqualified all applications that do not use exact, predetermined phraseology.\(^{230}\) Cappelli finds the workforce “largely competent and able” and able to fill the jobs up for offer. The real problem is that “the hiring process by which supply and demand are brought together is an absolute mess.”\(^{231}\)
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Ultimately, whether or not policy-makers and politicians understand the current jobs crisis to be structural or cyclical in nature has huge implications for policy. As Heidi Shierholz notes:

If high unemployment is due to workers not having the right skills, then the correct policy prescription is to focus on education and training, and macroeconomic policy to boost aggregate demand will not reduce unemployment. Policymakers and commentators who are against fiscal stimulus have a strong incentive to accept and propagate the myth that today’s high unemployment is because workers lack the right skills.232

Complaining about an inability to fill jobs has the added benefit of spurring government action on molding education reform and vocational training programs that fit employers’ desires.

IV. The Lonely Politics of Social Democracy

In order to lessen inequality, policy-makers and political actors should focus less on increasing societal educational attainment levels and more on macroeconomic fiscal policy that increases the number of good jobs. The jobs we have been creating during the tepid recovery from the Great Recession have been disproportionately low wage jobs, and we must reverse that trend.233 We need to raise the minimum wage and restore the right to form a union in order to promote broadly shared economic prosperity.

Amidst a long-term crisis of insufficient demand, in part due to upward redistribution of wealth and income (and crippling indebtedness on the part of those whose incomes lag), prescribing “more education” as the solution will only fuel the existing rat race of too many highly educated Americans chasing too few good jobs.

We must engage in job creation that matches skilled workers with well-paying jobs.

Economist John Schmitt makes this argument through a musical chairs metaphor:

Think of education as something that helps you to get a little faster to a chair or to be more strategic about where you’re going to be when the music stops… what you’ll observe is that the educated workers are going to get the jobs that are left (the chairs that are free)... The problem that we have now is not to make it so workers can rush faster to the chairs. What we need is more chairs. And the way you get chairs is by following macroeconomic policy in the long term.”

None of this means that the American population is over-educated and that we should restrict admission to American universities. Rather, it means that given our current public policies higher education no longer guarantees a college degree recipient full-time, dignified, decently paying work with a clear career track involving good benefits and a path for promotion and income enhancement.

Such good jobs are certainly out of the reach of the sixty-five percent of the 20-30 year old cohort who will not receive bachelors or graduate degrees. Much of the education reform discourse fails to address the possibility that even if we raised college degree attainment to say, 50-60 percent (60 percent being the highest in today’s OECD countries), workers who attain only a high-school degree (or less) still need a way to make a living. After all, while technology alters the labor market, it does not mean that all jobs in the future will be high skilled – nor does it necessitate that “low skilled” work must be low paid. Whenever education reformers talk about solving our jobs crisis, inequality, or American competitiveness by up-skilling our
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workforce, they talk as if the future economy will be (or could be, given a properly trained workforce) a world of good high-tech and high-skilled jobs—and that there will be plenty of these jobs to go around. But many jobs created over the next 20 years will not require more than a high school degree. According to projections by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 62.6 percent of new jobs and 69.2 percent of job openings due to growth and replacement needs between 2010-2020 are expected to be in jobs requiring a high school degree or less; these occupations made up 69.3 percent of all jobs in 2010. Of the 30 occupations projected to have the largest numeric job increase between 2010-2020, a high school diploma or less is sufficient to enter 23 of them; a bachelor’s degree or higher degree is required for only four. It is true that jobs that will experience the largest percentage increase in employment tend to require some college or even a college degree. Of the 30 occupations that will experience the largest percentage growth, 12 require a bachelor’s or graduate degree, 5 require an associates degree, and 13 will require a high school diploma or less. But our need to fill these new job expansions should not distract us from the fact that an estimated 28 percent of workers are expected to hold low-wage jobs in 2020, roughly the same percentage as in 2010 (the study, undertaken at EPI, defines low-paying jobs as those with wages at or below what full-time workers must earn to live above the poverty level for a family of four.) As John Schmitt noted in an interview with CNN Money, workers occupying such low-wage jobs are increasingly better
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educated than they were in the past.\textsuperscript{240} If lower wage service jobs are here to stay and cannot simply be eliminated by increased levels of educational attainment, then policies such as raising the minimum wage and enhancing labor rights might promote increased earnings for workers in these sectors.

Even if Autor and his fellow economists are correct that technological changes have transformative effects on labor markets, this does not necessarily justify disproportionate income shares going to a few Americans. It may be reasonable to worry that the future may not have enough “good jobs” to go around, even though we will remain a wealthy and highly productive society. Even if wages could be raised through increasing the minimum wage, providing a path to citizenship for immigrants, and restoring a true legal right to organize unions, there may be limits to how productive (and thus how well-paid) care and service-jobs can be. But we cannot allow this to justify radical inequality and narrowly focus on increased educational attainment as the sole policy response to “the race between technology and education.” Other societies can and have chosen to use progressive forms of taxation (and even non-progressive forms such as the value-added tax) to fund social programs (such as public childcare and universal healthcare) so as to “decommodify” (or take out of the private market) the provision of certain basic human needs. These are programs that have alleviated poverty in more “social market” forms of capitalist societies, but which are not considered when we attribute inequality and unemployment to deficits in educational attainment.

\textsuperscript{240} Luhby, “Low Paying Jobs Are Here to Stay.”
There remains a small, social-democratic left that recognizes this: for example, while Paul Krugman largely agrees with David Autor and company’s argument as to how technological change yields “polarization,” in the labor market, Krugman goes beyond the typical, SBTC policy prescriptions. Part of Krugman’s social democratic politics derives from his fear that there simply are not enough good jobs in our 21st-century economy to go around (even if we engaged in a more active stimulus). Krugman worries that technological change is increasingly displacing “high skilled” as well as “low skilled” work. Summarizing a report from The McKinsey Global Institute report, Krugman wrote the following in a June 13, 2013 column:

The report suggests that we’re going to be seeing a lot of ‘automation of knowledge work,’ with software doing things that used to require college graduates. Advanced robotics could further diminish employment in manufacturing, but it could also replace some medical professionals. So should workers simply be prepared to acquire new skills? .... What will happen to us if, like so many students, we go deep into debt to acquire the skills we’re told we need, only to learn that the economy no longer wants those skills? Education, then, is no longer the answer to rising inequality, if it ever was (which I doubt).241

Krugman’s prescription points towards a need for more redistributive and pro-labor policies:

Yes, we need to fix American education. In particular, the inequalities Americans face at the starting line — bright children from poor families are less likely to finish college than much less able children of the affluent — aren’t just an outrage; they represent a huge waste of the nation’s human potential. But there are things education can’t do. In particular, the notion that putting more kids through college can restore the middle-class society we used to have is wishful thinking. It’s no longer true that having a college degree guarantees that you’ll get a good job, and it’s becoming less true with each passing decade. So if we want a society of broadly shared prosperity, education isn’t the answer — we’ll have to go about building that society.

directly. We need to restore the bargaining power that labor has lost over the last 30 years, so that ordinary workers as well as superstars have the power to bargain for good wages. We need to guarantee the essentials, above all health care, to every citizen.\textsuperscript{242}

Krugman has little influence on mainstream Democratic policy-making circles because what he is advocating is a pro-labor, social democratic agenda that runs counter to the pro-business instincts of the bipartisan policy consensus.

The task before us is to change the political policy discourse and distribution of political power so that we can redress the fact that the labor market proliferates low-wage work. How do we build a redistributional politics that redresses over thirty years of bipartisan neoliberal policies of deunionization, deregulation, and regressive tax reforms that defund social programs? In an age of austerity politics and “fix the debt” ideology, when expanding access to health care through a public subsidy to private medical providers and private insurers is attacked as socialist, it is hard to imagine the political and social transformation that would be needed to put the de-commodification of child care and pre-school on the agenda, let alone paid parental leave and an enhancement, rather than contraction, of income support for seniors and the unemployed. These are the types of programs needed to redress growing inequality; educational reform, in and of itself, will fail to do so.

As evidenced by interviews in a \textit{New York Times} Business Section feature covering the debate between Mishel and Autor and Katz, SBTC and skills gap economists at times acknowledge the need for social efforts aimed at tackling inequality and unemployment that go beyond increasing overall educational attainment; the ideological use that education reformers and politicians make of the

The work of David Autor, Lawrence Katz, Claudia Goldin, and other academics may downplay these authors’ own recognition of the need for other public policy efforts. In his *New York Times* Business Section article, journalist Eduardo Porter noted that the belief that education and technology are solely responsible for growing inequality “provides political leaders an excuse to cast the problem as beyond the reach of policy.” As Autor told Porter, “[Education] can suck all the air out of the conversation,” and added, “All economists should be pushing back against this simplistic view.” But when Autor and Katz’s work is taken out of the academic world and into the public policy arena, politicians use it as a justification for the view that education reform is the solution to a laundry list of social problems, including poverty and economic inequality. This “solution” is popular with even mainstream Democratic politicians because it does not challenge the neoliberal faith in lower effective tax rates, “fiscal responsibility,” curtailed entitlement spending, and weakened unions as the best means for reviving a stagnant American economy.

Pushback against such a worldview cannot come from economists alone; after all, the work of Krugman, Mishel, Hacker, Pierson, Shierholz, Schmitt and others has yet to have major influence on public policy. In fact, it is likely that Autor’s work is more readily accepted in the media and in public policy circles precisely because he does not engage in such “push back.”
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necessitate the building of social and institutional power for working people, the poor, and increasingly underemployed and indebted recent college graduates; we will not change policy discourse through academic and intellectual contestation alone.

Our discussion of education serving as the solution to eradicating inequality, unemployment, and low-wage work has elucidated how much we Americans hold on to the belief that the education system serves as a meritocratic sorting mechanism in which individuals’ resulting labor market outcomes are fairly deserved. It is in the context of this belief that we seem to forget the political causes of inequality, poverty, and unemployment, and absolve government of the broader role it must play in resolving these inequities. Furthermore, entirely missing from our political debate is any recognition of the continued proliferation of low-wage work. The narrow paradigm of education reform fails to query whether it is just that those who fail to “succeed” in this alleged meritocratic race for “good jobs” are denied decent life opportunities for themselves and their dependents. Thus this thesis has brought us to consider not only equality of opportunity but also inequality, distributive justice, and merit. The following chapter will unite these analyses in a reflection on our obsession with education’s role in creating a more just United States.
CHAPTER 4:  
The American Obsession With Education:  
A Critical Examination of America’s Commitment to Equality of Opportunity and a Call for Democratic Equality

I. Inequality and Opportunity

For a brief moment in December 2013 it appeared that President Obama would shift the focus of the remaining years of his presidency to fighting inequality, which he described as the “defining challenge of our time.”²⁴⁶ But by the end of January 2014 Obama shifted his rhetorical focus from “inequality” to restoring “opportunity.” “What I believe unites the people of this nation,” he said in his State of the Union, “regardless of race or region or party, young or old, rich or poor, is the simple, profound belief in opportunity for all – the notion that if you work hard and take responsibility, you can get ahead.”²⁴⁷ The New York Times chronicled the shift in Jackie Calmes’s article, “In Talk of Economy, Obama Turns to ‘Opportunity’ Over ‘Inequality.’”²⁴⁸ Cited in the article was Mark Mellman, a Democratic pollster, who justified in pragmatic political terms the shift of the debate away from talk of “inequality” and towards a politics of “opportunity”:

However salient reducing income inequality may be, it is demonstrably less important to voters than any number of other priorities. Do this thought experiment: If you could only achieve one, would you rather reduce poverty

or reduce income inequality? Most people are like you, choosing poverty, putting inequality at least second even on this list of two.249

Unfortunately, inequality plays a central causal role in decreasing social mobility and equality of opportunity. Thus former Secretary of Labor, economist Robert Reich, criticized Obama’s rhetorical shift: “Obama was correct in December when he called widening inequality ‘the defining challenge of our time.’ He mustn’t back down now even if Democratic pollsters tell him to. If we’re ever to reverse this noxious trend, Americans have to hear the truth.”250

At the heart of Reich’s concern is a worry that a rhetorical commitment to “equality of opportunity” does not require a commitment to lessening inequality. It can be a call for greater equality, if we mean by equality of opportunity what philosopher John Rawls terms “fair equality of opportunity,” which demands considerable reductions in social inequality. But conservatives, and many moderate Democratic politicians, do not admit that reductions in inequality are necessary to realize fair equality of opportunity. Attributing poverty to cultural rather than structural issues, and stressing the value of the “work ethic,” they put forward a competing, conservative, and more limited vision of equality of opportunity. This conception of equality of opportunity aligns with traditional American values of “rugged individualism” and individual responsibility. It conforms more closely to what Rawls termed “formal equality of opportunity,” or “careers open to talents,” which requires only non-discrimination on the basis of ascriptive characteristics such

as sex, race, or religion. Conservatives and their moderate allies argue that
government efforts to decrease inequality actually pervert incentives to work hard and
climb the social ladder, thus actually thwarting equality of opportunity. Given the
proper incentives, an absence of legal discrimination, and proper reforms to
education, even the poorest students can learn “grit,” and our society can successfully
balance radical inequality of outcomes with equality of opportunity.

Since the center-right has been able to define “equality of opportunity” in this
limited way, the left must counter by reintroducing a broad understanding of those
structural inequalities that prevent the realization of fair equality of opportunity. This
will entail defending access to those “primary goods” that enable individuals to
compete successfully in the educational system and in the labor market, including
resources that exist “outside” of the school. It will require a demand that all children
are not only held “accountable,” but are provided with decent health care, pre-school,
after-school, and neighborhood resources so that they can succeed.

This will be an uphill battle in the American political context; thus it may
come as a surprise that I argue we must not confine ourselves to the language of
equality of opportunity and we must embrace and defend the concept of “democratic
equality.” When Paul Tough appeared on *The Tavis Smiley Show*, Smiley questioned
Tough as to the importance of his book *How Children Succeed: Grit, Curiosity, and
the Hidden Importance of Character*. Tough argued that science was giving us a
better idea as to how poverty affects children and their academic success, cluing us
into which interventions are necessary. Smiley responded:

Why does it take science?... It troubles me that people have to have… a book
laying out the science of what poverty does to kids for them to understand that
that suffering is real – and that as a society we ought to take that suffering seriously, and that poverty matters? Why does it take somebody having to do so much research to present a white paper with scientific data to convince them they, hey, we ought to do something about this?\textsuperscript{251}

This sentiment gets to the heart of so much discourse surrounding poverty in this country. We have known for some time now that poverty affects student achievement, and yet we are largely inert when it comes to investing in impoverished communities and giving poor people the support they need. I will argue in this chapter that this conundrum stems from the fact that the concept of equality of opportunity always lends itself to conservative recapture, in which the right shifts the language of equal opportunity in their direction in order to prevent the very egalitarian outcomes necessary to realize equal opportunity in its broadest forms. To do this, the right utilizes the language of the “deserving poor,” and the rugged individual who overcomes social obstacles to achievement. Representative Paul Ryan’s view, as quoted in \textit{The New York Times} article I discussed earlier, epitomizes this conservative appropriation of the discourse of “equality of opportunity” in order to defend hyper-meritocracy. Ryan criticized president Obama for “shifting us away from the American idea — from a society of upward mobility — [to] talking to each other more in class terms.” Ryan continued, “Instead of focusing on equality of outcomes…we should be focusing on equality of opportunity.”\textsuperscript{252}

Democratic equality, by contrast, rejects the notion that life is purely about creating a “fair competition,” and posits that we must temper our desires for fair competition with principles that promote solidarity and mutual respect among all
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members of the society. This position rejects the notion that those who do not “succeed” in the competition for scarce educational places or “good jobs” will be consigned to inhumane life circumstances not only for themselves, but also their children. This means defending a basic equality of citizenship that provides adequate access to those “primary goods” that enable individuals to develop their full potential. Since equality of opportunity can always be subverted to conservative ends, it is actually crucial to reintroduce the concept of democratic equality into American political discourse and set out to defend it in political and social life so that we can finally overcome the conservative claim that radical inequality of outcomes and equality of opportunity can happily coexist.

II. Education and Equality of Opportunity

Up to this point this thesis has sought to describe and analyze the education reformers, and probe some of the weaknesses of their analyses. Chapter One shows how this peculiar brand of education reform is a product of the broader neoliberal shift in American politics and the weakening of America’s liberal and social democratic left. Chapter Two questions the educational system’s potential to overcome the structural constraints of poverty and to realize genuine equality of opportunity. Chapter Three analyzes the limitations of a broader academic and public policy discourse that looks to increased educational attainment as the solution to a myriad of labor market problems, including inequality, low-wage jobs, unemployment, and underemployment. The perceived crisis in American education purportedly threatens equal opportunity, the life prospects for America’s children, and America’s global competitiveness. This overly optimistic view of education leads to
reformers’ championing education as the “civil rights issue of our day” in attempting to justify their particular reforms.\textsuperscript{253}

In this country the political and ideological support for equality of opportunity has always been inextricably tied to a unique belief in the centrality of schools as a vehicle for meritocratic achievement and class mobility. As Jennifer Hochschild and Nathan Scovronick write, “Americans want the educational system to help translate the American dream from vision to practice.”\textsuperscript{254} The analyses that reformers and their political allies put forward rest firmly on a basic presupposition of American political discourse: that equality of opportunity is entirely consistent with significant inequalities of income and wealth (as well as social and cultural capital). Thus, having questioned education’s ability to impact inequalities of opportunity and of outcomes, this chapter argues that Americans must engage in a deeper discussion of the relationship between equality of opportunity and equal citizenship.

I will outline the differences between conservative ideas of “formal equality of opportunity,” Rawls’s notion of fair equality of opportunity, and, finally, the ideal of democratic equality. I argue that American political life embraces a vision of equality of opportunity that is tempered by understandings of the “deserving poor,” and a firm belief in individual responsibility for overcoming adverse social circumstances. This conservative vision marginalizes those radical aspects of the Civil Rights Movement that called for the elimination of poverty, economic inequality, and socio-economic and racial segregation, and it is this vision that makes the education reform movement so politically and ideologically important. In fact,
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many of the conservative and even moderate Democratic political elites who back school reform see traditional social democratic values as attacks on meritocracy, individual effort, and personal responsibility. Only a revival of commitments to fair equality of opportunity and to democratic equality will make it possible for our society to consider policies that would actually lessen growing class and racial inequality.

III. Equality of Opportunity: A Spectrum of Meanings

When exploring the meaning of equality of opportunity in *A Theory of Justice*, John Rawls distinguishes between “formal equality of opportunity” and “fair equality of opportunity.” According to Rawls, the “career open to talents” of classical liberalism maintains only that there exists “a formal equality of opportunity in that all have at least the same legal rights of access to all advantaged social positions.” By contrast, “fair equality of opportunity” holds that “positions are to be not only open in a formal sense but that all should have a fair chance to attain them.” In other words, fair equality of opportunity holds that “those with similar abilities and skills should have similar life chances,” regardless of their social class or life circumstances.

The formal conception of equality of opportunity defends non-discrimination and merit-based judgment in competition for (scarce) goods and positions in society. In this conception, all applicants for a relevant job or office should be evaluated on the basis of those qualities and attributes relevant for performance in that job or office. Every applicant then has an equal chance of success, at least in the legal sense.
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This conception of equality of opportunity stresses individual and familial responsibility, while downplaying the structural inequalities and absence of access to basic resources that prevent some from succeeding. It does not concern itself with equalizing the resources – even schooling – necessary to provide fair equality of opportunity for all. In this view, to have a chance of attaining any given life outcome, regardless of their initial circumstances, requires only the absence of discrimination based on race, gender or other factors that are irrelevant to the qualifications necessary to take advantage of an educational opportunity or perform a job successfully.

The second, “fair” or “substantive” form of equality of opportunity, by contrast, devotes greater societal resources to socially disadvantaged communities and to the development of individuals from less advantaged backgrounds. Under this conception of “fair equality of opportunity,” Rawls holds that prospects for success are just only if they depend on natural talent and willingness to exert effort; they must not depend on family, neighborhood, or social class background. Critics of the educational reform movement implicitly draw upon this conception when they contend that the reform movement ignores the crucial importance of social policies that would integrate schools and neighborhoods by race and class, or that would devote extraordinary societal resources to create schools as “round the year” community centers in disadvantaged communities.

Which social resources we must equalize (and to what extent we must equalize them) in order to promote equality of fair opportunity is always subject to political debate. Economist and social theorist John Roemer argues that the level of
social provision we want the government to provide depends on what role we believe
the state should play in limiting inequalities. In Roemer’s language there exist a
political conflict between the “nondiscrimination principle” of formal equality of
opportunity and the “level-the-playing-field principle” of fair equality of opportunity.
Roemer contends that both can be claimed as defenses of “equality of opportunity,”
and the difference between the two reflects the political differences between right and
left in most democratic capitalist polities:

Among the citizenry of any advanced democracy we find individuals who
hold a spectrum of views concerning what is required for equal opportunity,
from the nondiscrimination at one pole to pervasive social provision to correct
for all manner of disadvantage at the other. Common to all these views,
however, is the precept that the equal opportunity principle at some point
holds the individual accountable for the achievement of the advantage in
question, whether that advantage be a level of educational achievement,
health, employment status, income, or the economist’s utility or welfare.259

Where one falls on this spectrum depends upon what value one places on the
responsibility individual and family for their own life choices. If one places great
value on individual responsibility for overcoming societal obstacles to success, then
one need not be committed to eradicating structural inequalities (even though those
structural inequalities impede such autonomous choice). Only the conception of fair
equality of opportunity calls for reducing inequalities such that everyone has a
realistic chance to succeed.

Similarly, in another work in normative theory, Justice, Equal Opportunity,
and the Family, James Fishkin argues that a society faced with substantial
socioeconomic inequalities must choose between a commitment to fair equality of
opportunity or to the autonomy of the family. There is a fundamental conflict, Fishkin

argues, between fair equality of opportunity (which would require a substantial
equality of condition) and the liberty of parents to exercise primary influence over the
development of their children. Should we integrate neighborhoods, or should we
allow (privileged) parents the right to raise their children in racially and class-
segregated suburbs, as they so please? Of course, the structure of American
federalism facilitates this “privatization” of public tax revenues of the affluent in
racially- and class-segregated suburban public schools. But following Fishkin’s
reasoning, the American belief that parents should have the right to pass on their
advantages in economic, cultural, and educational capital to their children
undoubtedly contributed to the failure of the civil rights movement to succeed in its
more radical socio-economic goals: the integration of housing, schools,
neighborhoods, and labor markets.

The dominant “Third Way” American ideology that has marginalized New
Deal liberalism and embraced education reform offers a more limited, vision of
equality of opportunity. This vision goes beyond formal equality of opportunity by
recognizing that everyone should have access to quality education, but the reformers
fail to recognize the limits that quality education faces in overcoming disadvantage.
Because of this failure, their vision is closer to formal rather than fair equality of
opportunity. Their vision stresses the power of education, in tandem with “hard
work,” self-discipline, and healthy economic growth, to allow individuals to rise out
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of poverty. Our tolerance for inequality, obviously, is not new. Hochschild and Scovronick note that “Europeans believe more strongly that the state should ensure a decent standard of living for all its citizens [while] Americans believe more strongly that it is the duty of the state to provide opportunity and then the job of each citizen to earn an appropriate standard of living.”

But Hochschild and Scovronick, writing in 2003 in their *The American Dream and the Public Schools*, fail to explore how this popular belief in education as sufficient to provide equality of opportunity links directly to America’s tolerance for greater inequality. They seem to fully understand which inequalities prevent the realization of fair equality of opportunity and recognize that “inequalities in family wealth are a major cause of inequalities in schooling.” They also understand that increasing segregation by race and class has a deleterious effect on those growing up in neighborhoods of concentrated poverty, noting that “high and growing economic similarity within communities undermines the collective goals of the American dream,” and that “the class background of a student’s classmates has a dramatic effect on that student’s level of success.” Their politics are pragmatic, and so they are pessimistic about the possibility of reviving efforts to integrate neighborhoods and/or schools by race and class, given that “direct efforts to integrate poor and better-off students… have been few and far between and have proven very difficult to accomplish.” Unlike the education reformers who focus on improving the performance of teachers in low-income school districts, Hochschild and Scovronick
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do call for major public investments in our poorest school districts.\textsuperscript{266} Political realism leads them to place their primary hopes for reforms within existing urban schools, which are often attended almost exclusively by low-income students of color: “If poor and non-Anglo children,” they write, “continue to lack sufficient resources, good teachers, decent facilities, and real connections with other Americans, the ideology of the American dream will be just a cover for systematic injustice.”\textsuperscript{267} But as desirous and radical as such a demand may be, Hochschild and Scovronick, both progressive social scientists who have written widely on theories of inequality, do not call for equalization of resources outside of the school.

We must engage seriously with the elite consensus that, as President Bill Clinton argued in 1995, “The American Dream will succeed or fail in the 21\textsuperscript{st} century in direct proportion to our commitment to educate every person in the United States of America.”\textsuperscript{268} We cannot simply focus on education and not endorse social policies that will tackle those inequalities “outside” of the school. We must equalize those broader economic, neighborhood, and cultural resources that Hochschild and Scovronick acknowledge make their way into the school. While we should not reject a call for a expanded investment in our most troubled schools, education reformers’ silence about the need to attack the pervasive concentration of poverty and inequality is telling of America’s current toleration for broader structural inequities.

While education reformers claim to be taking on the civil rights issue of our day, we must remember that paying lip-service to equality of opportunity does not
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entail a providing the resources necessary to ensure “fair equality of opportunity.”

Nor does a belief in a meritocratic school system necessarily yield a political commitment to the massive investment in public resources needed to combat “out-of-school” inequalities that make their way into the educational sphere. Our society’s failure to enact substantive equality of opportunity may not be primarily a case of hypocrisy or weakness of will. Rather, conservatives have succeeding in advancing their own vision of equality of opportunity that does not entail a commitment to eliminating the structural inequalities that pose barriers to working-class and poor children achieving their full potential.

IV. Say One Thing and Do Another: The Conservative Vision of Equality of Opportunity in America

The unique American acceptance of poverty and inequality is the legacy of a political discourse that has dominated American discussions of poverty since the Reagan administration. This “culture of poverty” discourse ignores structural inequalities and narrowly focuses on the supposed moral failings of poor people. In an era of deindustrialization and rising global competition that followed the affluent 1960s, the growth in of poverty and inequality became increasingly portrayed as a result of a widespread “culture of poverty.” Poverty came to be seen as caused by an absence of individual effort, rather than by structural barriers to realizing “equality of fair opportunity,” such as unequal access to basic resources, coupled with

269 There is something to be said for ignorance playing a role, too. Poverty is to some extent “invisible.” Many upper middle class Americans only see poverty through TV reports or from the windows of suburban commuter trains. See Dan Ariely, “Americans Want to Live in a Much More Equal Country (They Just Don't Realize It),” The Atlantic, August 2, 2012, accessed March 24, 2014, http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2012/08/americans-want-to-live-in-a-much-more-equal-country-they-just-dont-realize-it/260639/.
deindustrialization and the rapidly growing incarceration of young men of color, often for non-violent drug-related offenses.

A rising American conservatism argued that the War on Poverty had failed because it created perverse incentives for the poor to leave the formal labor market and live on “welfare handouts.” According to the conservative narrative, this welfare culture of dependency was responsible for a breakdown in the family structure, as well as increases in crime, drug use, poverty, illiteracy and most other social problems of America’s inner cities. This ideology, initially put forth by conservative pundits such as Charles Murray, was eventually accepted by many moderate Democratic advocates of “welfare reform” in the 1990s. Beginning with Richard Nixon’s appeal to the “silent majority,” conservative politicians appealed to a section of the white working class that felt alienated by the radical and (perceived) chaotic politics of the 1960s’ anti-war movement, as well as increasing unrest and “riots” in the inner city (Newark 1965, Los Angeles 1965, Detroit 1967, and across the country after the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. in April 1968). This conservative political renaissance, which culminated in the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980, provided an accessible, if inaccurate, narrative explanation for the economic destabilization that the massive loss of industrial jobs (deindustrialization) visited upon the working class from the 1970 recession onwards.

While the War on Poverty had focused largely on ensuring a social safety net for poor children and mothers, conservative political dominance altered the terms of social welfare policies and redistributive policies so that they focused on ending

---

This vision of “poverty as dependency” only served to reinforce Americans’ belief in the responsibility of the individual and family for their own fate, even in the face of great disadvantage. The result of the hegemony of American conservatism from the Reagan era onwards led to the consistent articulation of a conservative vision of a more “formal equality of opportunity,” one in which austerity and the incentives posed by an inegalitarian labor market were portrayed as a necessary means to penalize – and so allegedly motivate – the “undeserving poor.”

Both Nixon and Reagan hived off a significant portion of the white working-class electorate from the traditional New Deal Democratic coalition by blaming deindustrialization on excessive environmental regulation, overly powerful unions, and a liberal state that taxed hard-working whites in order to fund anti-poverty programs for the indolent poor, depicted as predominantly teenage single mothers of color (or “babies having babies”). Though means-tested anti-poverty programs only constituted a small portion of the federal and state budget (AFDC, child care, and child support enforcement costs totaled 1.6 percent of all federal outlays in 1995, or $17 billion, and the states matched another $12 billion), this did not prevent a concerted attack on the “excesses” of the “nanny state.”

The Republicans and Reagan reached out to these struggling white voters by appealing to “traditional values” (traditionally “American,” but subliminally marketed as traditionally “white”). These values centered on a belief in hard work, and the importance of “family values” such as self-reliance and personal
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responsibility.²⁷³ For a large portion of the white working- and middle-class electorate (particularly those in the South and non-unionized workers in the North) having such values meant opposing the Democrats, who, by the logic of the conservative worldview, wanted to use “their” tax money to fund programs that benefit the “other.” Welfare, of course, as a means tested program, was viewed exactly in this way. As Martin Gilens’ critical work on public opinion and welfare argues, negative feelings about “welfare” were and are related to the perception of welfare as a program for African Americans and the misrepresentation in the media of most welfare recipients as black and undeserving teenage mothers.²⁷⁴ Gilens’ survey work demonstrated that the majority of Americans erroneously believe that African Americans are the primary recipients of welfare. Moreover, most survey respondents believed that welfare recipients will remain in permanent state of “dependence” because programs such as welfare have become a poverty “trap.”²⁷⁵

Many reputable social scientists countered that the problem with AFDC wasn’t that it paid too much, but that work did not pay enough to cover the increased costs in childcare and loss of Medicaid benefits that single mothers with infants faced when they entered the workforce.²⁷⁶ The work of William Julius Wilson further demonstrated that the rise in unemployment of inner city African American men had
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nothing to do with welfare policy, but with “work disappearing” due to the massive loss of well-paying industrial jobs in our inner cities from the late 1960s onwards.\textsuperscript{277}

But perception, not reality, matters in politics; the conservative arguments about welfare successfully played upon racialized fears that desegregation and affirmative action were responsible for greater competition in an increasingly difficult labor market for less-educated whites, as well as increased competition for admission to elite universities and professional schools on the part of affluent whites. In part due to the popular image of welfare as a form of handout that primarily benefited the undeserving poor in America’s inner cities, Ronald Reagan was able to garner close to half of the votes of non-college educated whites.\textsuperscript{278}

In reaction to the Democrats’ losing white working and lower-middle class voters from the Nixon era onwards, “Third Way” Democrats (led by the Democratic Leadership Council, of which Bill Clinton served as the first chair in the mid-1980s) moved the national party to the center on such issues. They shifted the party to bipartisan support for cuts to welfare programs that were purportedly – even according to many Democratic Party leaders – bloating the state, slowing economic growth, and perverting individual economic incentives for the poor.

The ensuing commitments of the predominant neoliberal wing of the Democratic Party to strict work requirements for welfare, harsh sentencing guidelines for federal drug crimes, and an abandonment of any post-Cold War “peace dividend” meant that the politics of “budget deficits” would drive the next twenty years of national political discourse. Not just AFDC, but all means-tested social safety

\begin{flushleft}
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\textsuperscript{278} Weaver, 104; Edsall and Edsall, 172-73.
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programs have suffered from a similar racialized “otherization,” even though whites constitute the largest racial group receiving benefits today from the means-tested programs of TANF, Head Start, Food Stamps, and Medicaid. Thus the “racialization” of means-tested programs contributed to hostility to all social welfare expenditure (or for “big government” in general), except programs that constituents view as being “individually paid for” – such as Social Security of Medicare. This broader hostility to government intrusion is why even modest proposals to raise taxes on the wealthy, expand public provision, and eliminate poverty gain little political traction, despite growing inequality and the highest child poverty rates among the advanced democracies.

By the Clinton era, the right had managed to create a new, predominant conception of “fair competition,” which emphasized not access to basic resources, but the work ethic. The most effective anti-poverty program would be the elimination of the welfare “handouts” that kept people dependent on the government and sapped them of the discipline that labor market competition would teach them.279 Competition and adversity were seen as virtues, while solidarity and public expenditure were viewed with suspicion. The American social philosophy of “rugged individualism” underpinned the neoliberal economic platform endorsed by the Republicans and later by New Democrats, which argued that a deregulated market economy could create equal opportunity and efficiently and fairly allocate resources.280 In the imagination of neoliberalism, society consists of individuals competing for rewards in an allegedly efficient and just market. Thus, whites, blacks
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and Latinos were seen as equally responsible for securing their families’ wellbeing through their employment status in the private labor market. According to this neoliberal logic, racial and gender discrimination had been remedied by the civil rights legislation of the 1960s, and if there were any structural forces impeding people from succeeding in the labor market (such as class or racial inequality), a meritocratic educational system would enable those from disadvantaged backgrounds to apply themselves and achieve upward mobility. This set of beliefs has weakened the already tenuous American moral commitment, strongest during the New Deal and Great Society, to “level-the-playing-field” through an expansive set of social rights; it has prepared the way for education reformers to advance equality of opportunity by creating urban schools that enable low-income children to compete fairly within the allegedly meritocratic system, playing on the American belief that social and economic inequality and equality of opportunity can coexist.

Poverty and radical inequality, we know, pose structural barriers to individual fulfillment. Tackling poverty and radical inequality head on will require a revived left that rejects this view and argues that only by expanding social provision of public goods can we create genuine equality of opportunity. But in taking that stance it may be most useful to introduce and defend the concept of democratic equality.

V. Inequality is the Common Enemy

i. Fair Equality of Opportunity

This chapter began by commenting on the reluctance of the American public to admit that dismantling radical inequality of outcomes would be required by a true commitment to “equality of fair opportunity.” In The New York Times article that
chronicled Obama’s shift from “inequality” to “opportunity,” Jared Bernstein, a former economic adviser to Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr., expressed his concerns that inequality was a divisive term: “I think the word ‘inequality’ means different things to different people. We always have inequality, and in America we’re not that upset about inequality of outcomes. But we are upset about inequality of opportunity.”²⁸¹ By contrast, in our neoliberal political era, “equality of opportunity” can mean very different things to different people. According to a recent statement by Republican House majority leader Republican Representative Paul Ryan, the poverty of our inner cities is primarily caused by “generations of men not even thinking about working or learning the value and the culture of work.”²⁸² This belief, a legacy of the post-Reagan shift in American politics, goes hand-in-hand with his own conservative and limited vision for “defending” equality of opportunity.

In order to provide fair equality of opportunity we will have to restrict the extent of inequality of outcomes. Those who critique radical democrats for their commitment to a “leveling down” of economic resources are partially correct; it is through redistribution from the “most successful” to “least successful” that a society equalizes access to basic resources (economic, social, and cultural) or what Rawls terms the “primary goods” needed for each individual to pursue their autonomously determined “life plans.” As Michael Walzer writes in his essay, “In Defense of Equality,” and develops further in Spheres of Justice, radical democrats recognize that justice is undermined when unequal material resources can be transformed into

²⁸¹ Calmes, “In Talk of Economy, Obama Turns to ‘Opportunity’ Over ‘Inequality’.”
other social goods, including educational opportunities. When this fungibility exists, we have what Walzer calls the “tyranny of money,” by which he means the ability for wealth to buy advantages in politics, healthcare, justice, education, or other “spheres” of life for either oneself or one’s offspring.283

Even truly equal funding per pupil for public education would not eliminate educational disparities based on parental background, since familial and cultural resources are easily fungible into school success, and peer composition of schools greatly affects the quality of the school experience. Money can purchase a place in a private school; it can also purchase SAT-prep courses; and it can purchase a seat in a college-preparatory summer camp.284 Wealth, often combined with skin color (given the persistence of racially discriminatory practices by private realtors to this day), “purchases” a certain school district and a certain class composition of that school district. There is an increasing rigidity of the American class system. Sociologist Sean Reardon’s recent research demonstrates the considerable advantages that the wealthy convey to their children in the competition for admission to selective higher education institutions, the gatekeepers for future entry into the professional-managerial elite:

The academic gap is widening because rich students are increasingly entering kindergarten much better prepared to succeed in school than middle-class students. This difference in preparation persists through elementary and high


284 Sean Reardon, “The Widening Academic Achievement Gap Between the Rich and the Poor: New Evidence and Possible Explanations,” in Whither Opportunity, ed. Greg J. Duncan and Richard J. Murnane (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2011), 104-05. Reardon’s work suggests that it the increasing achievement gap between rich and poor has not been the result of rising income inequality per se, but that “the returns to income have grown [and] families may be changing how they invest in their children’s cognitive development.” Reardon writes: “The combination of the increasing importance of educational success in determining earnings and the increasing importance of test scores in defining educational success may have caused parents to focus more on their children’s cognitive development.”
school. My research suggests that one part of the explanation for this is rising income inequality. As you may have heard, the incomes of the rich have grown faster over the last 30 years than the incomes of the middle class and the poor. Money helps families provide cognitively stimulating experiences for their young children because it provides more stable home environments, more time for parents to read to their children, access to higher-quality child care and preschool and — in places like New York City, where 4-year-old children take tests to determine entry into gifted and talented programs — access to preschool test preparation tutors or the time to serve as tutors themselves.285

Walzer is correct in his contention that: “unlimited wealth threatens all the institutions and practices of civil society.”286 Reducing growing income inequality is a first step to reducing the tyranny of money in education.

But wealth is not the only resource that parents bestow upon their children, and thus democratic social policy aimed at creating fair equality of opportunity would have to go beyond simply achieving reductions in post-tax income inequality. Equally central to the academic success of children of highly educated parents are the study skills and verbal acuity that privileged parents pass on to their children, as well as the social capital that the advantaged possess. Social capital here entails all of the social connections and contacts parents possess, as well as the knowledge of how competitive selection processes, including college admissions and the job market, work. Unless schools provide high-quality social services and guidance counseling enabling disadvantaged children to acquire an approximation of the social capital that most affluent students receive from their families, fair equality of opportunity in schools will not be achieved. A democratic society must, to the greatest extent possible, make public all the advantages that the privileged convey through private means to their children. This means poor communities need high-quality pre-school

285 Reardon, “No Rich Child Left Behind.”
programs, fully-funded breakfast and lunch programs, and creative and enriching after-school and summer-school programs – goods that the affluent take for granted. It means that disadvantaged schools need the best guidance counselors, so as to dismantle the pipeline from private schools and elite public high schools to the highly selective American universities and colleges that serve as gateways of access to the top tiers of the labor market and of political power. To scale up such efforts on a societal-wide basis will take considerable public expenditures, and will have to be financed at least in part through redistributive measures that alleviate inequality.

If we wish to implement Rawls’s fair equality of opportunity, we must openly contend with and reject the vision that Ryan and others advance, and we must defend limitations on inequality. Once we recognize that limiting inequality is a part of our political project, and that to some extent therefore, we do believe in “equality of outcomes,” the question becomes how we will make this vision a political reality. Some will contend that limitations will be brought about by a pragmatic politics that contends that fair competition can only be achieved when families have a basic income, as well as adequate access to healthcare, childcare, and neighborhood resources.

I contend, by contrast, that we must always couple our commitment to fair competition with a solidaristic conception of “democratic equality” that seeks to temper the tendency to view life as nothing more than a “race” for scarce goods and positions.287 We must justify the limitations on inequality not solely based on

promoting fair competition, but on promoting a more just society in which all members, regardless of labor market outcome, have a decent and dignified life. The emphasis on competition shared by advocates of fair and formal equality of opportunity has allowed this political discourse to be subverted by conservatives, who have successfully argued that increased social provision of basic goods does not ensure equality of opportunity, but rather thwarts it. Conservatives will continue to make this claim. The left, by contrast, must openly defend the notion of democratic equality and of equal citizenship, which would provide the basic resources necessary to establish fair competition, but also make sure to provide a decent quality life for those who do not succeed in the race of life.

ii. Democratic Equality

John Rawls advances one of the most philosophically rigorous defenses of the concept of democratic equality. According to Rawls, we must go beyond ensuring that the least advantaged members of society have an equal chance to attain competitive economic and social positions, and aim for democratic equality as well. Rawls’s “difference principle” holds that inequalities are only justified if they serve to improve the quality of life of members of the least advantaged group, which means that even those inequalities in life conditions that result from successful performance in a competitive educational system and labor market would have to be limited by public policy. Rawls’s concept of democratic equality recognizes that “fair competition” does not necessarily result in just outcomes, because distributing scarce goods according to competitive labor market and educational competition can...
disproportionately reward those who by happenstance “won” the natural lottery for scarce talents.

For Rawls and for others, equality of opportunity is problematic because it can result in great differences in labor market outcomes and thus social reward. As Rawls noted, “Equality of opportunity means an equal chance to leave the less fortunate behind in the personal quest for influence and social position.”\(^{288}\) Conservatives, as we have explored, will actually celebrate these inequalities in the name of equality of opportunity. British historian and public intellectual R.H. Tawney likens this notion of equality of opportunity to the “tadpole philosophy,” in which:

intelligent tadpoles reconcile themselves to the inconveniences of their position, by reflecting that, though most of them will live and die as tadpoles and nothing more, the more fortunate of the species will one day shed their tails, distend their mouths and stomachs, hop nimbly on to dry land, and croak addresses to their former friends on the virtues by means of which tadpoles of character and capacity can rise to be frogs.\(^{289}\)

The tadpoles will not question the social distance that exists between the unsuccessful tadpoles and the successful frogs; the frogs will not remember their former class position and demand that all members of society, regardless of social class, live a dignified and civilized life. According to Tawney, a society that strictly adheres to the concept of equality of opportunity leads to the winners “denounc[ing] the failings of beggars with the expert knowledge of a professional mendicant” and preserves “the chasm which separated the elect from the mass of the population.”\(^{290}\)

The educational system serves, in part, to sort individuals into the labor market and therefore into a social hierarchy. T.H. Marshall, champion of the welfare

\(^{288}\) Rawls, 106-107.
\(^{290}\) Tawney, Equality, 105.
state, recognized that a commitment to democratic equality would always temper the inequality of outcomes that arise from the competitive educational and labor market institutions necessary to a modern, efficient society:

No [educational] authority can act on the principle that social circumstances must limit educational opportunity, but in fact they do, and the accepted methods of educational selection cannot wholly prevent this. The remedy lies in the reduction of ‘social distance.’

Marshall understood that the development of a more humane capitalism through the advent of the welfare state could not abolish all hierarchies, and especially not hierarchies based on meritocratic selection for jobs and offices. “Competitive selection through the educational system must remain with us to a considerable extent,” he wrote, if society is to train individuals for jobs that demand expertise and advanced training. The tendency to grant both social decision-making power and great economic wealth to individuals based upon “merit” might have the “artificial consequence” of increasing “social distance.” Thus even if there were true equality of opportunity to gain admission to – and afford to attend – highly selective academic institutions, the power of such a meritocratic elite should be limited. In making his argument for equality, Marshall favors a strong set of social rights, a robust array of high quality, publicly and equitably financed social goods, in order to limit the economic and social power that educational and labor market success confers.

292 Marshall, 277.
293 Marshall, 279.
294 Marshall, 278. Marshall was staunchly against a society in which only academic achievement could guarantee a dignified life: “The snobbery of the educational label, certificate or degree when, as often, the prestige of the title bears little or no relation to the value of the content, is a pernicious thing against which I should like to wage a major war.”
By contrast, in the “meritocratic society” that Rawls, Marshall, and Tawney reject, there comes to exist, as Rawls writes, “a marked disparity between the upper and lower classes in both means of life and the rights and privileges of organizational authority.” This can lead, as Michael Young’s classic work *The Rise of The Meritocracy*, to a society in which the winners of the meritocratic race for scarce positions deem themselves superior to the “losers.” More insidiously, it can lead to the “meritocrats” believing their success justifies their passing on their cultural and social advantages to their children.

The principle of democratic equality advanced by Rawls, Tawney, and Young not only demands fair competition for individuals, but also overall social well-being, particularly mutuality in relationships among individuals in society. John Schaar, writing many years before the rapid increase in American social inequality, argued that for democrats the problem with social and economic inequality is how it contributes to hierarchical attitudes within a supposed democratic community. Schaar argues that his commitment to democratic equality “is not some kind of leveling demand for equality of condition. It is no more than a recognition of the obvious fact that the great material inequality that prevails in American today produces too much brutishness, impotence, and rage among the lower classes, and too much nervous vulgarity among the middle classes.”

The argument for democratic equality is based on a desire to create a just society that tempers the competitive aspects of life and ensures a decent quality of life.
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for all. Democratic equality requires the robust provision of high quality public goods
to all citizens, but not a commitment to strict equality of income and family resources,
let alone a bland sameness of condition or personal character. Rather, a democratic
egalitarian society promotes a sense of common membership so that all society’s
citizens benefit from the plurality of talents of its members, without degrading the
quality of life and self-respect for any member of our shared community. R.H.
Tawney put it best in his treatise Equality:

No one thinks it inequitable that, when a reasonable provision has been made
for all, exceptional responsibilities should be compensated by exceptional
rewards, as a recognition of the service performed and an inducement to
perform it… What is repulsive is not that one man should earn more than
others, for where community of environment, and a common education and
habit of life, have bred a common tradition of respect and consideration, these
details of the counting-house are forgotten or ignored. It is that some classes
should be excluded from the heritage of civilization which others enjoy, and
that the fact of human fellowship, which is ultimate and profound, should be
obscured by economic contrasts, which are trivial and superficial. What is
important is not that all men should receive the same pecuniary income. It is
that the surplus resources of society should be so husbanded and applied that
it is a matter of minor significance whether they receive it or not.299

Democratic equality extends far beyond a concern for fair economic distribution, or
as Tawney puts it, the “details of the counting-house.” This radical democratic
concept maintains that regardless of labor market outcome, all members of society
and their children should have access to those resources necessary for satisfying basic
human needs, enabling individuals to lead a decent material, cultural, and civic
existence. Finally, the vision of democratic quality is inextricably tied to a belief in

299 Tawney, Equality, 113.
should have equal democratic voice in constructing the institutions that govern their daily conduct (school, community, and workplace). 300

VI. Unite the Egalitarians and Marginalize the Backward

Reintroducing the discourse of democratic equality into American politics will require the building of social movements committed to an empathetic solidarity with their fellow community members, regardless of race, gender, or class position. A politics of democratic equality necessitates that citizens generally embrace the idea that “there but for fortune” they and their offspring could occupy the position of the least advantaged members of society.

The left can (and should) appropriate the language of equality of opportunity (as Rawls does) to contend for more robust and equitable forms of universal public provision. But all normative concepts are open to contestation; the conservative vision of equality of opportunity stresses the “work ethic” and argues that regardless of initial social disadvantages, “deserving” members of society will succeed in the race for scarce social and economic positions. According to this view, poverty does not prevent an insurmountable structural barrier to equality of opportunity; any industrious individual can work their way up from the bottom. The danger of this ideology is not simply that it is empirically wrong (poverty does, in fact, limit the fulfillment of human potential); it also debases the value of those who do not succeed.

What about those who try and fail, regardless of their starting-gate position? As

300 Tawney, Equality, 197. Tawney contended that authority within the institutions of a democratic society must be based on the consent of the governed, not the force of the powerful: “[A]uthority, to justify its title, must rest on consent, that power is tolerable only so far as it is accountable to the public and that differences of character and capacity between human beings, however important on their own plane, are of minor significance compared with the capital fact of their common humanity. Its object is to extend the application of these principles from the sphere of civil and political rights, where at present, they are nominally recognized to that of economic and social organization, where they are systematically and insolently defied.”
Schaar put it in 1967, again prior to the conservative attack on the welfare state:

“[Democratic equality] is blind to all questions of success or failure. This is the equality that obtains in the relations of members of any genuine community. It is the feeling held by each member that all other members, regardless of their many differences of function and rank, belong to the community ‘as fully as he does himself.’ Equal opportunity, far from strengthening this kind of equality, weakens it.”

There is more to life than the allegedly meritocratic race for a scarce number of well-remunerated social and economic positions. Poor and working-class children deserve safe and healthy communities, in addition to well-performing and well-financed schools because they deserve to experience the same care, nurturing, and physical security that their middle-class and wealthy peers receive across town. Defending this notion of democratic equality will be a challenge. Some will continue to stress fair competition. But we absolutely cannot continue to make pragmatic political use of the notion of equality of opportunity without committing ourselves to the reduction of inequality that fair equality of opportunity would entail. Ideally we will shift our political discourse so that we debate the respective merits of fair equality of opportunity and democratic equality, and marginalize the more formal vision put forward by conservatives such as Paul Ryan.

Marshall and Tawney wrote at a time in English history when the left was fighting against the continuation of aristocratic privilege in a society only beginning to commit itself to “equality of opportunity.” Indeed, equality of opportunity is “a
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doctrine originally designed to serve the class interests of the talented ‘have-nots’ against the untalented ‘haves.’”

Thus it was Tawney who rallied against the existence of the “public” (or, in American English, “private”) school system: “To serve educational needs, without regard to the vulgar irrelevancies of class and income, is part of the teacher’s honor.” This sentiment is at the heart of American’s understanding of the value of public education. And it is, in some ways, similar to Michelle Rhee’s persistent claim that, “We, as educators, cannot be focused on the external factors” (though Rhee is not calling to abolish private schools). But Marshall and Tawney, in contrast to Rhee and other reformers, knew that true, fair equality of opportunity could only be realized if social hierarchies outside of the school were reduced, and they worried too much about the plight of the “losers” to not take the political leap to democratic equality. As the 21st-century United States continues to maintain radical inequalities of income and wealth, we must look back to Marshall, Tawney, and others for guidance.

The challenge for progressives is to make clear in public debate that we will need a major investment of federal, state and local funds necessary to revive decaying communities not just in our inner cities, but in impoverished rural areas as well. Hopefully we can transform our political debate and reject the bipartisan neoliberal hostility to expanding public provision and to enacting truly progressive tax rates on individuals and corporations. Robert Reich is right: we need to talk about inequality and we need to acknowledge not only that it prevents fair competition but also that it
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is morally profane. If we cannot build a democratic politics that counters the austerity politics of our neoliberal age, we will continue to misattribute the causes of concentrated poverty, continue to accept inequality as “American,” and continue to claim incorrectly that the American education system has the power to restore the American Dream and create shared economic prosperity. Only a more humane political discourse that focuses upon distributive justice can dismantle our obsession with education as the solution to inequality and declining individual opportunity.
Conclusion

I. Education Reformers as the Product of Neoliberalism

This thesis contends that the education reform movement can be properly understood as a symptom of the post-Reagan, bipartisan, neoliberal shift in American politics. This rightward shift has engendered bipartisan political silence on the structural causes of poverty, inequality, mass incarceration, and the increasing social and economic stratification of American life that threatens the future of American democracy. In contrast to the greater political and economic equality that New Deal liberalism sought to create (though never achieved to the same extent that European social democracy did), the education reform movement is symptomatic of a broader neoliberal ideological consensus that argues that we must hold individuals accountable for their success and failure in our market society—despite the fact that more than ever individuals’ life opportunities are constrained by the social situation in which they are born. Education reform masquerades as a serious attempt to repair urban education and thus improve the opportunity for low income, urban students to succeed; but their market model calls for teacher and student accountability without demanding the social expenditure necessary to create conditions for fair competition. “We as a nation have already obtained any gains that might be garnered through high-stakes, test-centric teaching,” notes University of Colorado Boulder professor Kevin Welner. “In fact, high expectations become a punitive false promise if combined with low resources, low opportunities, and a lack of support.”305 Unfortunately, resources,

opportunities, and support are not our nation’s priority according to the austerity politics embraced by today’s politicians. Thus the reformers should primarily be blamed for neglecting the importance of “out of school factors” in determining student achievement; but if they wish to focus solely on school reform, then they are secondarily at fault for their failure to call for increased public investment in our low-income school districts. The education reform movement is representative of the revived conservative belief that structures do not constrain individual opportunities in the market, and that “big government” is inefficient.

The claim I advance in this thesis is not that education reformers are conspiratorially trying to cut public funding and advance austerity politics; rather, education reform has become the central means by which politicians can rhetorically commit themselves to creating equal opportunity, reducing inequality, and creating jobs, without actually engaging in the (more expensive and redistributive) measures necessary to address those problems. The problem with education reformers is not simply that they claim poverty is “no excuse” for low educational achievement (despite the work of Diane Ravitch, Richard Rothstein, and others showing how poverty does inhibit student performance); the problem is that in the context of austerity politics, education reform becomes the only terrain on which we discuss the inequalities of opportunity and of life outcomes that plague our stratified nation.

306 The education reform movement, of course, is not the first neoliberal effort to strive to decrease poverty by trimming government spending. By the Clinton era, the national leadership of both parties came to believe that poverty could be best tackled by increasing the participation of single mothers in the formal labor market – and ending “welfare as we knew it.” While the expansion of the “earned income tax credit” helped some single parent working families escape poverty, the continued rapid growth of low-wage service jobs, combined with high unemployment rates among non-college educated residents of deindustrialized regions (both urban and rural) mean that the United States continues to be bedeviled by the highest official poverty rates in the advanced OECD countries, especially among children.
Education reform becomes so important because it purports to absolve society of its social ills, without threatening the status quo of inequality and poverty. We have yet to transform education reform into a more humane program that combines anti-poverty and social service measures with investments in community renewal. This failure has much to do with the fact that Americans understand education as the key to a meritocratic system that is not undermined by social inequalities.

If America seriously wishes to tackle the “crisis in education” we have to address the concentration of poverty that plagues the United States and hampers the performance of both inner city and rural school districts. In the United States nearly one-quarter of children grow up in poverty. We know that this negatively affects infants’ and toddlers’ preparation for schooling, as well as their academic performance once in the K-12 system. There is currently no political will to redress the substantively less equal life opportunities caused by the “toxic stress” that poor children face in their neighborhoods. As my thesis findings demonstrate, redressing such structural inequalities requires politically difficult efforts to integrate city school-districts with more affluent suburban districts, and/or major investments of federal and state funds to insure that all low-income schools provide the “wraparound” social services that would enrich the cultural experiences of low-income and working-class students. Investments in these neighborhoods must promote work that is sustainable and long term. It cannot be carried out as a “service project,” undertaken by inexperienced and temporary Teach For America volunteers, or by Match tutors in Boston, who work for eight dollars an hour plus a housing
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stipend, and who serve only for 1-2 years before moving on to other careers.\textsuperscript{308}

Finally, such reforms must maintain a focus on the structural causes of poverty; it cannot be done in the name of building “character” or “grit,” not so long as these buzzwords can be used to claim that poverty is the result of insufficient character or insufficient grit, rather than unjust social structures. Until we recognize that social inequality threatens educational performance, rather than believing that education provides a path around social inequality to equality of opportunity, we will continue to lose the battle for a humane education reform.

II. The Real Problems of American Society

Americans traditionally have tolerated fairly high levels of inequality if the promise of upward social mobility remained. Recent work by Raj Chetty and collaborators demonstrates that American social mobility rates have always been fairly low compared to other industrial nations. The real living standards of low-income families steadily rose from 1947-1973, thus delaying the need for political debate about low rates of social mobility. Since the late 1970s, however, real family income stagnated for the bottom half of American families.\textsuperscript{309} This has given rise to some mainstream politicians discussing how to restore social mobility.


\textsuperscript{309} For a discussion of stagnating middle-class earnings see Hacker and Pierson, \textit{Winner-Take-All}, 36. For the most recent comprehensive work on equality of opportunity see Chetty, Hendren, Kline, Saez, and Turner, “Is the United States Still a Land of Opportunity? Recent Trends in Intergenerational Mobility” As Chetty and his team notes: “We find that all of these rank-based measures of intergenerational mobility have not changed significantly over time… Although rank-based measures of mobility remained stable, income inequality increased over time in our sample, consistent with prior work. Hence, the consequences of the “birth lottery” – the parents to whom a child is born – are larger today than in the past.” See also: James Surowiecki, “The Mobility Myth,” \textit{The New Yorker}, March 3, 2014, accessed April 6, 2014,
Unfortunately, we are severely limited by a political discourse that claims that the world’s wealthiest country and number one military spender cannot find the money to eliminate even child poverty. Allegedly “liberal” pundits such as Thomas Friedman or Fareed Zakaria tell us that Occupy Wall Street was misguided in questioning inequality and that expanding educational opportunities will allow us to restore social mobility. Their continued exhortation that social mobility and inequality can coexist reinforces a bipartisan politics of “fiscal responsibility”; only the fairly isolated Congressional Progressive Caucus rallies against this assumption. Combatting the politics of fiscal austerity must be at the heart of struggles to create a more humane public discourse on inequality and on education. As Cornel West noted in an interview following the release of his 2012 book The Rich and the Rest of Us: A Poverty Manifesto: “We've got a political system that's broke…. [with] both parties tied to big money…. Most importantly we need a massive job program. We need an investment in education, quality jobs, and housing. Do away with discourse about austerity, [and] focus on massive investment, research and development, infrastructure, and job creation.”

Poverty, inequality, unemployment, and underemployment are injustices that cannot be addressed by reforming the education system so as to provide some lucky individuals “a way out” of these problems. The evidence examined in Chapter Three

http://www.newyorker.com/talk/financial/2014/03/03/140303ta_talk_surowiecki. There Chetty notes: “Social mobility is low and has been for at least thirty or forty years.”


makes clear that we must reject the notion that inequality is the result of America’s educational system not keeping pace with the demand for higher educated workers created by skill biased technological change. Technological change may create some high-paying STEM jobs, but it will also continue to eliminate many more jobs that formerly brought families into the middle class. As a society, we could find in the near future that there are not enough “good jobs” to go around even for the highly educated. The evidence also rejects the notion that unemployment and underemployment is the result of a “skills mismatch.” Education can be a part of our effort to reduce inequality, but we must couple this with job creation, broadly shared economic growth, and policies that restore the balance between the rich and poor that existed before the neoliberal shift in American politics. Ultimately we must stop putting education at the center of how Americans, if they are sufficiently virtuous, can avoid poverty and joblessness, and start focusing on what type of social setting allows individuals to take advantage of education and other life opportunities.

There is little doubt that we are experiencing high levels of unemployment and a shortfall in aggregate demand. With real interest rates at an all time low, Cornel West is correct to call for massive public funding for infrastructure, green technology, and advanced manufacturing, investments that might incentivize the private sector to increase investment its own role in these areas. But technological advances have made the economy more productive; the labor market has shifted, and increasing the educational attainment of our citizenry will not change the fact that there may not exist a sufficient numbers of high-wage, solidly middle class jobs necessary to recreate the levels of (in)equality that existed under New Deal liberalism.
This does not mean that we should accept the future as “hyper-m meritocratic,” and that those who win the race of life shall win big, and those who lose shall be relegated to poverty. This may be the vision that some on the right in this country will continue to put forward. If we wish to fight against such a society, we will have to continue to look for new ways to address inequality of income and wealth. Inegalitarian labor market outcomes will not preclude our wealthy society from redistributing the rewards of technological advance and productivity. If the “knowledge-economy” of the 21st century does eliminate middle-class jobs and create a divide between the twenty percent who are employed in “symbolic manipulation,” knowledge creation, and mid-to-upper level management, and, on the other hand, a large service sector that provides goods and services to this affluent quintile, then redistributive tax policies and universal social provision may be needed to limit growing inequality. Inequality is not inevitable; it is a political and social choice. But, again, realizing such distributive policies will demand a restructuring of how we think about the chance to attain a decent life; we cannot continue the hyper-m meritocratic view that only by proper educational and labor market achievement does one deserve to be well-off. If we continue with that logic, and fail to address the underlying causes of inequality, more and more Americans will continue to slide into economic insecurity and poverty.

III. The Challenge We Face

Ideally we would eradicate the radical inequality of labor market outcomes by raising the wages of most workers, in particular the wages of “low skilled” workers in the “service sector,” universalizing social provision for necessary goods such as child
care and early education, and expanding, not reducing the benefits and the reach of Medicaid, Medicare, and Social Security. Evelyne Huber and John D. Stephens argue in *Development and Crisis of the Welfare State* that countries with more generous levels of universal social provision tend to have a more favorable view of social welfare programs overall. Thus, in most of the Nordic countries social welfare programs, including universal healthcare and daycare, as well as generous paid parental leave, enjoy broad support, and these programs mean there is less backlash against the higher levels of progressive taxation needed to fund such programs. By making social welfare programs more universal, the United States could avoid class and racial tensions that lead to social provision’s retrenchment.312

Some of the Great Society anti-poverty programs, including Food Stamps, Medicaid, and a radically expanded AFDC, found themselves subject to a politics of backlash because they were means-tested, and so resented by families who earned just enough not to be eligible for their benefits.313 Unfortunately, austerity politics have become scarier yet; at a time when half of American workers do not have any private pension benefits, we are debating cutting back the real value of Social Security, a universal program once thought to be “the third rail of American politics” for any politician who proposed cutting it.

We are still fighting an uphill battle and will have to continue to fight for some time on turf defined by a center-right consensus. Thus there is an argument for
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taking a strategic approach that would attempt to reinvigorate the War on Poverty by pushing education reform to the left; this would be done, for example by fighting for the expansion of the few pilot “Promise Zones” and by fully funding them. We should demand that all low-income students have a quality school to attend and that they have access to health care, dental care, comprehensive social services, and that their parents have the resources and community supports to care for their children. We have known for years that poverty threatens student achievement, and that the race of life has been rigged for the least advantaged among us. Unfortunately, empirical reality does not engender political will.

IV. Suspicions of Education Reform Going Forward

Given what I have argued in this thesis, I do not believe education is the political terrain on which we will create the “fair equality of opportunity” that reformers claim to desire. Rather than demanding the funds it would take to scale-up the Promise Zones and bring them into all of America’s urban centers, education reformers seem comfortable waging a moralistic call to abolish teacher tenure and institute merit pay based on standardized test outcomes. One can debate the best ways to improve the quality of urban teachers; even some teachers’ unions are now open to forms of merit pay and to limitations on teacher tenure.\textsuperscript{314} But only a broader, more comprehensive, and more socially conscious education reform effort can contribute to creating fair equality of opportunity in America.

My suspicion of the education reformers going forward stems from a historical understanding that social change that benefits ordinary and working people comes about only when social movements emerge to pressure elites to create such change.\textsuperscript{315} I would be surprised if the corporate and foundation-funded education reform movement makes a radical U-turn and begins to devote the same energy to advocating programs aimed at eliminating child poverty that it has to expanding charter schools and to limiting the power of teachers unions. Thus far, the reformers’ defense of equal opportunity through more effective instruction and improved teacher quality has not demanded redistribution of resources from America’s elite to disadvantaged neighborhoods. Even President Obama’s proposed Promise Neighborhoods failed to receive the public funding that he called for, due to our austerity-driven budgetary politics.\textsuperscript{316} This very failure has enabled both moderate Democratic and Republican political entrepreneurs to champion education reform, and to unite the most conservative and liberal of corporate foundation moguls. Where else can we witness a “united front” between the Walton Foundation and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation? Neither wing of corporate-philanthropy is calling for the expansion of those social goods necessary for the realization of fair equality of opportunity – and for the alteration of our tax structure necessary to fund them. When education reform makes such calls, it will not be due to the goodwill of the reformers,


\textsuperscript{316} “No Promise Neighborhood Grant Application This Year,” Promise Neighborhoods Institute, May 23, 2013, accessed April 6, 2014, http://blog.promiseneighborhoodsinstitute.org/no-promise-neighborhoods-grant-application-this-year/. Again, under austerity politics this funding will continue to dwindle, I suspect: “The U.S. Department of Education announced that due to the amount of funding made available under the FY 2013 continuing resolution it will be unable to hold a grant competition for the Promise Neighborhoods program this year. Communities with implementation grants from FY 2011 and FY 2012 will continue to receive funding; however, no new grants will be awarded in FY 2013.”
or to data showing us that poverty hampers individual performance. It will be because those due to benefit from the expansion of such social provision have fought for and demanded those goods.

The deeper problem is that education reform has come to speak to issues on which American politics is otherwise tongue-tied. While current education reformers should be more sensitive to the challenges that poverty and inequality pose to student performance, individuals passionate about school reform will exist even in a more democratic and just society. In other words, there will always be individuals who wish to focus their attention on improving the teaching profession and on effective curricular reform, rather than on addressing poverty and joblessness. One would hope that teachers – and the communities that schools serve should be viewed as partners in such efforts rather than as adversaries. But we cannot blame the education reformers for our broader political crisis, just as we cannot blame education for not absolving society of poverty and inequality. Desire for education reform is currently displacing discussions of inequality and poverty, rather than provoking them. But only social movements from below, such as the nascent low-wage justice movement and a revived democratic labor movement, can shift the public discourse by demanding redistributive policies and a new War on Poverty that would move us towards equality of citizenship. Such a politics could serve to reintroduce the politics of “democratic equality” into mainstream American culture. The political will to eliminate poverty cannot come simply from a desire to create a “fair race of life.” Conservatives successfully claim that the fair race will be achieved through hard work, character, and grit, without questioning the structural constraints that prevent
the realization of those traits in disadvantaged youth. If we are serious about achieving substantive or “fair equality of opportunity,” we must openly demand reductions in inequality and poverty. And we must denounce unnecessary forms of inequality and embrace fairness.

Civil Rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. understood the predominant role for the redistribution of economic, as well as political, power in the fight for social justice. In his 1967 book *Where Do We Go From Here: Chaos or Community?*, King concluded with a call for a guaranteed income: “We are likely to find that the problems of housing and education, instead of preceding the elimination of poverty, will themselves be affected if poverty is first abolished.”[317] In arguing for a guaranteed income, King insisted that poverty is at its core an issue of individuals, families, and communities not having the basic resources to develop their human potential. Poverty is not inevitable because of the rigors of global competition or technological changes to the labor market. The existence of much lower poverty rates in the Northern European social market economies demonstrates that we can at least significantly ameliorate poverty without threatening the “incentivizing” market forces necessary to promote productivity and economic efficiency. There are equally prosperous developed nations where the ratio between average CEO compensation and their average employee is 80:1 or 90:1 rather than the stratospheric 350:1 found in the United States.[318]

V. Education: More Than Competition

Finally, the mainstream public policy obsession with education as a vehicle for equality of opportunity and broadly shared economic prosperity has also served to marginalize discussion as to the moral purpose of public education in a democratic society. In humane social-market capitalism, education will always have a partly economic or instrumental purpose. Society has a responsibility to its citizens to provide them with the skills to find gainful employment (though, as I have mentioned, such gainful employment may not be available to all). But is not a major purpose of a common, public education to create a space in which society nurtures future citizens so they can participate in our common democratic project? What has happened to the conception of public education as the space in which we give all future citizens the basic critical thinking skills to navigate not only the economy but also the political sphere? As Diane Ravitch writes:

Our communities created public schools to develop citizens and to sustain our democracy. That is their abiding purpose. This unique institution has the unique responsibility of developing a citizenry, making many peoples into one people, and teaching our children the skills they need to prepare for work and continue their education.”

We may be reviving some commitment to the importance of teaching “non-cognitive traits” in Paul Tough’s recent work How Children Succeed. But let us not forget that the ability to develop grit, curiosity, political awareness, and broader human potential, is largely conditioned by structural, material reality. A commitment to educating for character and democratic citizenship must be tied to a commitment to eliminate poverty.

319 Ravitch, Reign of Error, 324.
If there is no majoritarian political commitment to public schools as truly valuable public goods – as more than just transmission belts to the job market – the wealthy will continue to opt out of the system, and/or be less willing to fund it publicly. As our economic and political system becomes increasingly stratified, the wealthy do not have an incentive to defend public education seriously. A study from Andrea Ichino, Loukas Karabarbounis, and Enrico Moretti, found that public spending on education was higher in countries (such as Sweden and Denmark) where levels of political participation were similar across income groups; in more stratified nations (such as Britain and the United States) where the rich dominate the political process, spending was lower.\(^{320}\)

The expansion of charter schools poses a major challenge to this conception of public education. While there has been some public resistance in urban communities to their expansion, they are likely here to stay, particularly since the minority that are successful have considerable loyalty from the engaged urban parents who enroll their children. But as in Scandinavia, they could be subject to forms of democratic regulation that enforce certain basic standards with regard to teachers’ pay, benefits, and working conditions. Emerging coalitions of teachers and parents in Seattle, Chicago, Philadelphia, New York and Los Angeles are beginning to push back against the reformers by demanding that they support enhanced state and local funding for schools. Education reformers cannot claim to increase the dignity and respect that the teaching profession receives and continue to support major cuts in
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funding for urban education.\textsuperscript{321} These political coalitions of teachers, parents, and community activists may be able to weaken the more punitive neoliberal aspects of “education reform” by demanding that educational policy-makers support schools as “community centers.” But to achieve any aspects of this progressive education reform agenda will mean increasing funding especially for our most disadvantaged districts.

In the end, if we wish to overcome our obsession with education reform correcting society’s inequities, we must recognize the role of structural disadvantage and revive social policy – and social movements – that tackle poverty, inequality, and joblessness head-on. If “education” is to engage with these problems, such education reform will have to be a mix of anti-poverty programs, social services, and community renewal. Calling today’s education reform movement the “civil rights movement of our era” distracts public attention from thinking seriously about how to deal with poverty and inequality.

The criticism of American political and policy discourse undertaken in this thesis is not a sufficient means to construct a more democratic and egalitarian United States. If social change could be achieved by political discourse alone, Paul Krugman’s New York Times column would not be a Sisyphean effort to alter the thinking of policy-makers and politicians inside the Beltway. Community coalitions fighting for equitable education and housing policies, in conjunction with the low-wage justice, immigrants’ rights, and a struggling labor movement, have begun to elect left-of-center mayors in Seattle, Los Angeles, and New York City. These are the types of democratic coalitions that can help elect progressives to office, and thereby

push moderate Democrats, and perhaps even some Republicans to the left. Inequality and poverty pervade American life. Education reform cannot continue to allow us to avoid examining the deeper causes of inequalities of opportunity and life outcomes. All Americans deserve and can have a dignified life free from poverty and insecurity. And all Americans, regardless of whether they win or lose the race of life for scarce “good jobs” or scarce places at elite universities and colleges, deserve equal citizenship and mutual respect. Education reform can play a limited role in improving the life opportunities of the least advantaged among us. It will take a revival of democratic social movements, working alongside policy intellectuals committed to democratic values, if we are to create a more just and humane United States.
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